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Al Chavez, ASUNM
lobbyist, Rep. Lenton
MalryandLt. Gov. Robert
Mondragon confer at the
NM Youth Caucas
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Students Should Solve Union Problem
For a public building, it is miserable. As a
student service, well, the services are
minimal. The policemen don't really seem to
care about protecting the building or the
students in the building. It is one of the
biggest drug traffic centers in the city and if
that weren't enough the coffee is terrible.
The condition of the New Mexico Union,
a building open to the public,· has become
unpleasant to the point of despair. The drug
and violence problems have become so
immense as to become almost
unc!>ntrollable. When, for example, was the
last time you sat down and had a cup of
coffee with your connection.
Besides being a drug center its facilities
are completely inadequate. This fact
compounds all the others and makes the
possibility of restricting its use palatable.
Most will say "okay do something but
don't bust everyone because they don't have
an ID card. Sure, get the pushers out; but we
want the narcs out too. Don't infringe upon
my personal freedoms by making me dig for
identification to get in and out of some

[x Cathedra

building." We agree.
The Operations and Procedures
Committee will be considering the idea of
restricting access to the building in an open
The Youth Caucus held over the weekend (Jan. 14-15) in
hearing on Jan. 26 at noon.
Albuguerque
provided a few insights into the political
The Board may take action on one of five
of the newly enfranchised voter and the
consciousness
alternatives at the next meeting following
so-called
"youth
bloc."
student-and community input at the hearing.
The majority of the participants were silent,
We, at this point don't advocate closing
the Union or restricting its access in any uncommunicative and probably turned off by those speakers
way. We would like to hope their are some who stressed political duty and responsibility. When a
students who have the courage and audacity speaker attacked or criticized establishment politicians or
to face the Union Board with some attacked idealistic notions, he was applauded. When another
alternatives and face the administration and speaker challenged his listeners to seize political power
the problems of the building head on. We through hard- bargaining methods and by becoming active in
think a student who can denounce the Board precinct organization, he was quietly received. When a
for its alternatives can stand up and attempt speaker explained to a group at the caucus that few social
problems could be solved through the elephantine
a solution.
bureaucracies of government and that individual citizens
One fact students will have to come to would have to take responsibility for their own communities
grips with is this; the Union is the major (I call this the Ralph Nader approach) he was ignored.
extracurricular campus problem. If you are
Thus we get some notion of the sense of responsibility
not willing to take part and contribute to a
solution, there will be a solution adopted fo1· which youth display: as long as discussion is limited to broad,
generalized attacks on a faceless "establishment'' then they
you.
will stir from their seats to cheer, but do nothing. When an
issue is in the present, in the specific immediacy of their own
lives they decline to participate. When youth theJ:l!selves are
urged to become involved beyond the rhetorical level and
actually
put their bodies on the line, they drop-out.
logical step in the evolution of student self (Remember the cowards who went to Canada?)
governance at the state's universities.
UNM's governance system has slowly, and
Perhaps we are the creations of the television sets we were
at times reluctantly, been modified to admit mesmerized with from childhood. In t.v. everything was so
students on an equal footing with neat and simple; the good guys were on one side and the bad
administrators and faculty members.
guys on another, they even wore different hats and clothes to
However, the seating of student regents is distinguish them.
essential as the final statement of the
citizenship of the student within the
The t.v. world of youth is flat, one-dimensional, clean and
academic community. To exclude students active. Conflicts fit neatly into 30-minute segments; problems
from the regent's boards would virtually resolve themselves as if by magic when our heros carry out a
negate gains made in seating on all few actions (like pushing buttons, shooting the bad guys) and
everything is better until next week.
subordinate university committees.
Creation of a student regent's seat is long
Politics among youth follow the push-button model. The
overdue. The Daily Lobo advocates its Youth Caucus sought for nothing so much as buttons to push
immediate institution by gubernatorial
which would make everything better.
appointment, until appropriate legislation
If a problem exists (there are, of course, non-existent
can be enacted.
problems), careful analysis is disregarded. It is assumed that
the problem is just what it appears to be; we must do
something and do it quickly, otherwise our 30"minutes are up
and the next program will come on.

.

Student Regent Essential
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Wollman Won't Intervene
In Reinstatement of GA' s

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

r
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LOBO

The first steps have been taken toward
seating a student on each of the state's
university Boards of Regents.
-Rep. Daniel Lyon (D-Bern.), one of the
University district representatives, has
obtained an Attorney General's ruling that
students are not legally excluded from being
appointed to the regent's boards.
-The student presidents of the state's
three largest universities, UNM, NMSU and
ENMU, have jointly sought Gov. Bruce
King's support for the proposaL King, who
sits as an ex officio member on all Boards of
Regents, was lukewarm to the proposal, but
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon seems to have
taken the project under his wing.
Seating of a student regent, whether an
advisory or a voting member, is the final
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Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences "
said he "will not serve as ~n
appellate oificer' 111 a: wspute
between brraduate assistants in the
sociology department and its
chairman.
Richard Tomasson, sociology
chairman, had appealed an adverse
ruling by George Springer, dean of
the Graduate School.
Springer reversed the dismissal
of three teaching assistants in
Tomasson's department,
Wollman told the Daily Lobo
last Friday he "was in the process
of preparing a memorandum to
Mr. Travelstead (Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs)."
"I will not serve as an appellate
officer. I am not undertaking a
public role in this case."
·
The case centers on dismissal of
Larry Weiss, Lucia Montague and
Lynda Hundertmark because,
• Tomasson alleged, they had given
out final grades in a class taught
by Tomasson despite his orders
not to do so,
Springer's ruling for
reinstatement was based on the
failure of Tomasson to follow
proper procedures in firing the
trio and that the grounds on
which he based dismissal were
ambiguous.
The graduate assistants were
fired Dec. 6 by Tomasson for
revealing, against his wishes, a set
of disputed examination grades.
Hundertmark and Montague
had been dismissed by Tomasson
earlier in the semester for giving
too high grades but, following
informal hearings, were reinstated.
Tomasson teaches sociology
101 in which the graduate
assistants grade papers.
Springer said of the ease: "I
make this ruling (for
reinstatement) with great
reluctance, because the
proceedings as well as the
materials submitted make it quite
evident to me that there has been
a pattern of behavior in the three
I If I
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Because the expression of
young ideas is so vital to the
successful resolution of such
problems as the future of the
draft, the use and abuse of drugs,
and the reform of educational
institutions, it is important that
the voices or young people be
heard by legislators at all level of
government.
Though other methods are
often more dramatic, there is only
one effective way in a democracy
to assure that your opinion will be
heard: Vote. Paradoxically, after a

full decade of youthful concern
responsibly expressed through
demonstrations, petitions, and
hard work in electoral politicd,
only 20% of the 18 to 21 year old
population have registered since
the passage of the 26th
Amendment.
This appeal is being made in
cooperation with The Student
Vote, a non•partisan foundation
based in Washington, D.C., which
is conducting a nationwide effort
to register students and young
working people.

symbolizes the HT, it illuminates every issue.
The HT slant, while posing as fair - minded is, basically,
Democratic, machine I reform politics. Its cartoonists attack
Republican and conservative men and ideas with monotonous
regularity, while its editorialists occasionally blow a few hairs
out of place on Gov. King's pointy head.
Is this hard hitting, authentic journalism in the style of the
Menckenist 20's (the somnambulant idea of the liT)? Or is it
a half-grown Lobo masquerading as a :~;eal live newspaper?
Are the boys still trying to impress their former teachers in
Journalism School, hoping to somehow get that C+ in
make-up and composition changed to a B?

Commuting, Hunting for Parking,
Shaping, Utilities and Expenses

And would prefer .. _.
We do the Cooking,
Plenty of Food, No Limit,
Coffee all day, We do the Cleaning
Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,
Walk to Class
Come Look Us Over. We Now Have Some Vacancies
Make Your Spring Reservations Now
rates from $525 per semester
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The Data Bank of the Bureau
of Business Research is the state's
primary source of a wide variety
of published and unpublished
business and economic
information.
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Starts at 59.95 to 299.95
Come and listen ... Bring your favorite record or
tape ... You won't believe it.

T~e.name of th~ "Hard Times" isit~elf absrud. Why hard,

wha~ times? .Certamly one has a hard time plodding through
the same. old hackneyed cliches about politics, pollution and
the puerile. Are these the "hard times"? Or is it the "hard
time" one must have trying to rejuvenate circa 1925
Fabianism in the alien climate of New Mexico?

NEW MEXICO LOBO

time wasted on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,

One glance will tell you that there's never been an audio speaker like it, and
your first test will give your ears the same surprise. Designed for music just like
the piano soundboard, the Yamaha NS speaker does much more than
conventional types because it performs like a musical instrument, producing
each tone from its entire surface, with a multi-dimensional bending motion
that comes from its special asymmetrical shape and revolutionary foam
polystyrene construction. The result is rich, full-fidelity beauty with bass
response down to 30Hz!
Building in decades of Yamaha musical instrument experience provides other
advantages, too. Like a violin or piano, the NS speaker is non-directional, so it
can project full stereo depth to every listener in the room. Its unbelievably
thin, lightweight design is complemented by renowned Yamaha decoratorstyled wood cabinetry - all in a series of console or bookshelf/wall mount
types to meet every stereo need. You can see and hear the difference: the
world's first speaker that's a true musical instrument.

"Good moming, sir, I represent tile Handy-IJandy Bruslz and Mop Company, and I . ..
Oh, I forgot smog. Smog is another big issue with the hard
sir? ... sir? .
timers. Smog is a major issue. Smog, smog, smog; smog

Manuel Lujan, Jr.
R·House of Representatives
One of the heal thicst political
developments of our time hns
been the enactment of the 26th
Amendment enfranchising 11.2
million Americans between the
ages of 18 and 21. The
Amendment reflects the
emergence of a well·educated,
informed and concerned
generation of young people who
are offering t,h., nation n new
perspective on issues of
importance to all of us.
l'agc 2

If you are tired of ...

Natural Sour1d:
.
you'll have to hear it to believe it ~

The HT appears to be modeled on a combination of old
Lobos and "Mad" magazine covers. Oh yes, and a touch of
the crusading zeal of the "Heights Shopper."

Lujan Urges Youth Registration

The course on drugs, offered
for the first time last semester by
the department o£ psychology,
will be repeated this spring, the
department has announced.
The course drew overflow
crowds uf several hundred
students during the past semester,
Listed as Psychology 450 - Drug
Use Control, the course will meet
from 7 to 9:30 p.m, each
Thursday•
Included in the course is the
pharmacology of drugs in the
major areas of depressants,
stimulants, and hallucinogens. It
will cover drugs from many
angles: sociological, cultural, legal,
historic, behavioral, rehabilitation,
dose response, crisis treatment,
and some alternatives to drug use.
Course instructors will come
from almost all departments on
campus, such as sociology and
anthropology, said Bob Paul of
the department of psychology,
who is organizing the curriculum.

5003 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

It is probably a relief to the downtown press that the
"Hard Times" hasn't turned out to be much of anything.
Founded by UNM students and former students the HT has
done nothing so much as raise its price.

berna~-----------

I

The College Inn

SOUND SYSTEM

* * * * *

t

I II I I

Psychology Course
On Drugs Offered

~QUIPMENT

The maxim of the Youth Caucus might be, it is better to
do something wrong than to do nothing at all. Men and
women believing such will surely make good robots of the
future.
We may be the most dangerous generation in history.

The HT takes as its subject matter local politicians, local
billboards, local politicians, local newspapers, local
politicians and chit-chat between the boys. Basically, it is
provincial as the Lieutenant Governor. Village liberalism.

I

graduate assistants which can only
be regarded as disruptive,
Nevertheless, those were 11ot tlw
sp~cllic cliarges on which the
graduate assistants were
dismissed."
·
Tomasson, in his appeal to
Wollman, asserts he followed the
required oral and written
warnings, and written notice of
dismissal. He charges Springer'~
action represents an "abdication
of responsibility on the basic
issues of maintaining structure" in
the department for which
Tomasson is responsible.
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Vem Curtis
TAOS SKI VALLEY TRIPS

WIRE fR}{MES
(tremendous selection)
Tinted Lenses
Sun Glasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

~~~lNs
511 Wyoming NE
J..JJ-u""'82

Vern Curtis Resigns
As Union Director
Union Director Vern Curtis has
resigned that position effective
immediately to accept a position
in the data prucessint~ centel'.
Hru:old Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, is currently
serving as acting Union director
pending selection of a full time
director. Lavender said he would
like to see the job filled "as soon
as possible but I will have to
consult with Ray Schowers
(Union Board chairman) about it
first."
Curtis accepted the post only
last summer. He was the third
director to resign in less than two
years.

BROtheRS mUSIC
&

RecoRb exchanqe
used records and
instruments
WE

Buv SELL

oR TRADE

Ph. 242~3745
I 83 I Central NW
,1,

·Favoting Single Ticket Agents

~·-·

•'-•

$35 includes transportation, lodge
accommodations next to slopes,
OlS(ounts on lifts, rentals and lessons.
leave Albuquerque friday evening,
return Sunday evening.
For Info Call !\ill Winch 282··5405

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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'Pop Entertainment' Not Popular
Conway, appointed by ASUNM President
By CASEY CHURCH
Ken White last spdng, was formerly a
A local ticket agent and a promoter have
partner in S.R.O. Ticket Agency. He left the
charged Popular Entertainment Committee
agency last spring.
Chairman Mike Conway with favoring one
Committee Origin
ticket and booking agent, S.R.O. 'l'icket
The ad hoc investigating committee,
Agency, in entertainment contracts.
.
expected to define operating guidelines for
The accusations came Jan. 12 at the f1tst
of two open hearings by an ad hoc ASUNM
the PEC late in January, was set up
Senate investigating committee.
following a dispute involving a $300
Dennis Trambley, of Albuquerque Ticket
overcharge on tickets for a University
Agency, and Chris Jillson, of Four Keys
sponsored concert in December.
Agency, charged Conway with turning down
"The committee is to recommend rules
bids by their agencies without reason, and
and procedures concerning the Popular
for recommending use of S.R.O. exclusively,
Entertainment Committee to the Senate.
S.R.O. is parUally owned by Ken G.. ttas,
The recommendation will help preserve
former UNM activities director and a former
student eonfidence in the committee and
chah·man of the Popular Entertainment
student government," said ASUNM Vice
President Jack O'Guinn in an openmg
Committee.
statement at the hearing.
'No Cooperation'
"We are not being given a fair crack at the
He added many students "have become
shows " said Trambley. "We get no
cynical" over the operations of the PEC.
'
cooperation
from the comm1'ttee. "
PEC in the last few years has.been troubled
Trambley, advertising manager of KP A.R.
by booking acts that haven't shown, such as
said he was not informed of tentatiVe
the Aretha Franklin show in 1969, and in
concert dates early enough to make a bid for
booking acts that have sold poorly.
the ticket concession.
Establishing a code for internal operation
Ticket agents are not hired directly by the of the committee, or seeking an alternative
Popular Entertainment Committee (PEC),
to the current committee were also discussed
but by the promoter who brings in the show.
at the hearing.
PEC acts as negotiating agent for the
Conway, and each committee member
University, which holds the booking present, were questioned on committee
contract.
operating procedures and record keeping.
A representative of Four Keys also said Two meetings during the semester were
they were not informed of possible concert recorded by the committee's secretary.
days, had several booking dates turned down
Conway said he "didn't know" minutes
for vague reasons and that repeated attempts had to be kept of each meeting. He
to obtain a list of open concert dates were estimated the committee had had five or six
fruitless.
meetings at which a quorum was present.
The December incident that sparked
Committee Vote Question
The Four Keys representative said
appointment of the ad hoc committee
Conway had turned down their bidS; without
involved an extra $300 in ticket money
a committee vote.
collected at the December Neil Diamond
Conway testified the PEC "had voted on
concert due to a missprint on the tickets.
everything we've had," but said he had
Prior to the concert the PEC voted to
turned down many promoter's offers
retain the money and not attempt to return
it to concertgoers.
unilaterally because of conflicts in
Following the concert, the PEC voted to
scheduling dates with other University
ask the show's promoter, Northwest
events.
Releasing Inc., of Seattle, to retu.rn the $300
PEC has sponsored five shows during the
to the committee to be held in reserve, but
first semester. S.R.O. has handled ticket
Conway told the Lobo Jan. 12 he had not
sales for all five events, and has been the
written to the promoter asking for the funds
promoter fo:t one show. The other four
to be returned. He added he was waiting for
promotion agencies were from out of town.
an audit of the show to be completed.
Conway, a third year law student,
The second round of testimony was
testified he "told promoters there are three
scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 18 at 1 p.m. in
ticket agents in town," and added he "felt
the Union. Other local promoters "were
free to recommend one" if asked by the
expected to testify.
promoters to do so.
the student's college office, as ;:::=::::=::::::=::::::=::====;
Drop-Add Policy
before, but instead of having it
A new drop·add policy has signed by the professor there will
New Mexico
been adopted to try to stem the be a college representative who
DAILY LOBO
ov<>rwhe!minf; problem of will sign the slips and keep a
Voi. 75
No. 72
coordinating class changes. The.re record of class openings.
were some 30,000 changes last
semester,

The way it works is this:
Drop-add slips will he issued at

BOOTS
lobo

Y3 off

MENS SHOP
2120

Central SE

243 6954

Aspects of the Novel
Selected Poems
S!llected Poems
.Exiles
Theory of Literature
.Flavors
The Writing on the Wall
The Red Rover
0 Pioneers!
An Episode of Sparrows
The Hill of Devi
Soliloquies of New England
Writers at Work
The Novel of the Future
Save Me the Walt>;
A Season in Hell and the Drunken Boat
In Chancery
Amulets and Talismans
Satan ism and Witchcraft
The Great Gatsby
Taps at Reveille
A Passage to India
Second Skin
Klingsor's Last Summer
Poems
The Trial
Women in Love
Studies in Classic American Literature
Teaching is a Subversive Activity
The Soft Revolution
The Last Temptation of Christ
The Fratricides
Penguin Island
History of the Second World War
London War Notes 1939-45
The Years
The Books in My Life
Black Elk Speaks
Realm of Numbers
Realm of Measure
Metamorphoses
Battles of the Little Bighorn
Old Jules
The Strange Case of Pot
Farragan's Retreat
Sometimes a Great Notion
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PROFfSSOR SOOK CeNTeR
FAIR PLAZA

Telephone 266-3110
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. , . Sunday New York Times
.•. Coin World
... Stamp World
... Cycle News
. . . Current
.•. Current Thought

... Foreign Policy
..• Poetry Magazine
. .. Mother Earth News
... Der Spiegel
... Frankfurter Allgemeine .
• , . and a host of others

THE ALB'C'Q.FERQt:I<: BALLET COMPANY
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MICHEL FOKl!'\E- MIKHAIL MORDKIN
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OPEN EVERY WEEK DAY 10 A.M.·9 P.M.
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Penguin, Pelican, Scribner, Dover, Harvest
and other
FIRST QUALITY PAPERBACKS

Current Best Sellers in Hard and Soft Cover

131\LIJ~:I'

Jan. 25. ~ pm Civic Auditorium

.. , Monarch

•.. College Outline Series

Rt"SSIA:\ ( .1,:\'>SICAL

JAMES WHITMORE .. "WILL ROGERS'D.U:

~---·--··-4
1
1
Notes
1

Lomas & San Pedro NE

--~

• We carry a complete set of CLIFF'S NOTES. . .

The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regular week of the tJni:ver·
sity y~ar by the Board of Student
Publications of the Univel'SitY of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, Ne~
Mexico 87106. Subseription rate lS
$7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
are those of the author solely. Un·
signed opinion is that of the edi·
torial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
neceSSarily represents the views of
the FllivPTslW of N('W Mexieo.

hnmdn •If

Dory Previn
Jean·Jacrtues Rousseau
Eric Hoffer
Frank Waters
W. W. Rostow
EldridM Cleaver
Herman Wouk
Ernest flemingway
William Faulkner
Wi/fiam FaulkMr
William Faulkner
Christopl1er Elias
Graham Greene
Yasunari Kawabata
Joyce Carol Oates
L. Frank Bqum
RodMcKuen
Guy Talese
Barbara Bird feather
John Maynard Keynes.
Bernard Malamud
J. D. Salinger
Homer Dickens
George Orwell
Albert Camus
Walter M. Miller Jr.
Aldous Huxley
James Michener
Chang Hsin-hai
Kate Millett
Normfln Mailer
Andre Malraux
Jean Paul Sartre
Maria Montessori
E, S. Neill
Clinton l?osslter
e. e. cummings
Euripides
Margery Williams
Charles A. Reich
Alan Bock
Leonard B. Meyer
Albert Camus
Martin Buber
John C. Lilly

LJTTL~

Albuquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone (505} 2774102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277-4002

lwtmctor and /JirFffor

On My W~y to Where?
The Confessions
Temper of Our Time
Pumpkin Seed Point
The Process of Economic Growth
Soul On l~e
The Winds of War
Men Without Women
Intruder in the Dust
Pylon
Soldier's Pay
Fleecing the Lambs
Tr;111els With My Aunt
Snow Country
By the North Gate
The Wizard of Oz
In Someone's Shadow
Honor Thy Father
Astrological Spacebook
The General Theory
The Tenants
Franny and Zooey
The Films of Gary Cooper
Burmese Days
Exile and the Kingdom
A Canticle for Liebowitz
The Devils of Loudun
Kent State
America and China
Sexttal Politics
Prisoner of Sex
Man's Fate
The Condamned of Altona
The Mont!)ssori Method
Summerhill
The American Presidency
The Enormous Room
lphigenia in Tauris
The Velveteen Rabbit
Tile Greening of America
The Ecology Action Guide
Emotion and Meaning in Music
The Myth of Sisyphus
I and Thou
Man and Dolphin

ALMOST 100,000 .GOOD BOOKS TO SELECT FROM.

li

i

KRAS:\'OFF School of FI:";E ARTS

~ATALYA

E. M. Forster
Berto/t Brecht
William Carlos Williams
James Joyce
Wel/ek and Warner
Mf!son Wllli?m~
Mary McCarthy
James Fenimore Cooper
Willa C'ither
Rumer Godden
E. M. Forster
George Santayana
The Paris Review Interviews
AnuisNin
Zelda Fitzgerald
Arthur Rimbaud
Jolin Galsworthv
E. A. Wallis Budge
Jules Miche/et
F. Scott Fitzgerald
F. Scott Fitzgerald
E. M. Forster
John Hawkes
Hermann Hesse
Hermann Hesse
Franz Kafka
D. H. Lawrence
D. H. Lawrence
Postman and Weingartner
Postman and Weingartner
Nikos Kazantzakis
Niko:; Kazantzakis
Anatole France
B. H. Liddell Hart
Mollie Panter-Downes
Virginia Woolf
Henry Miller
John G. Neihardt
Isaac As1mov
Isaac Asimov
Ovid
Mari Sandoz
MariSandoz
Michael Schofield
Tom McHale
Ken Kesey

WE HAVE THESE TITLES IN STOCK AND WAITING FOR YOU AS WELL AS THOUSANDS OF OTHERS AS EXPECTED AS "DAVID COPPERFIELD," AS EXOtiC AS
''THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD."

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,

But the really drastic change is
that the slips must be returned to
the college office within two
worlting days of their initiation.

SELECTED

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THESE BOOKS?

NEW MEXICO LOBO

. , • SUNDAYS 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

LITTLE PROFESSOR

BOOKCENTCR

FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Telephone 266·3110
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Wickham Brothers toPet/onn

Union to Open Coffee House
Tom Hogg, graduate assistilnt in
the St\ldent Ac~ivities Office, has
be~1.1n. a search for f?lk singers,
guitarists, and comed1ans willing
to perfot•m at the new UNM
Coffee Ho1.1se,
The ?ew coffee house, slated to
open m the second week of
February, will occupy room 129
of the Union, Hogg said, The
room will be open from Thursday
through Sunday, with food and
beverages,
Funding for performers, food,
beverages, waitresses, and other
costs comes from the Union
Board, headed by graduate

student Ray Schowers.
The first performers scht;!duled
to appear at the coffee house will
be Hank and Lewis Wickham.
They will appear nightly from
Feb, 10 to 13.
"We have what we feel is an
excellent pay scale for
performers," lfogg explained. "Wr:J
will audition interested artists and
make decisions on an individual
basis. 'fbis type of coffe!l house
has become so successful at other
colleges and universities that there
is now a 'coffee house' circuit that
"',t,. ·cts some of the top name
performers in the country. We

DON'T FIGHT IT...

aren't at that stage, yet, hut hope
to attract the top regional
names."
The coffee house will be open
only to UNM students, faculty,
and stnff with IDs. One 1,<uest per
student will be allowed to ~~~c the
facility. Cover chargt> will be $,50
per person, Hogg said.
The coffee house "J•eflects a
desire for. the Union Board to
make the Union more geared
towat•d student needs," Schowers
said. "We feel n change in the
Union is needed and that this is a
step in that direction. We also
plan, working with Student
Activitie!l, to experiment with
other uses of the Union tn the
near future."
About 120 persons will be
accommodated in the 1113W
stru<:ture, Hogg said. One night
each week will b13 devoted to
amateur night, but no bands or
extremely loud music will be used
at the coffee house.
Interested performers should
contact Tom Hogg, Student
ActiviUes Office at UNM,
277·4706.

SALE!
Winter Merchandise

1-3 to 1-2 Off

UOMPLETE
DARKROOM
SUPPLIES AT
THRIFTY VALUES!

What's that funny sml311?

-

£::0 111NeeaJI
\f7 ~dltU
·,.

Hand Blork Printing

'========================~~~2..;:?;R.~o'""~~;o;•R;·;R.;M~u;r;ra~•~2~4;Z~·4~'-;3;3~====:===:=:=~W;•~·c~k~ham Brothers
Foster Teen Librarian

,.:

Sony
Super-Scope
Cassette Specials

Since 1949
We've Been
Student Headquarters

Son~ McdQI TC·60
AC 'DC P~rqonal PottJblu

Canselte·Corder

Donald Foster, catalog librarian
for the UNM gcnernl library, ha&
b!len named acting technical
serviclls librarian from January to
June this year.
The technical services librarian,
Atthur D()Volder, is on sabbatical
leave during the period.
Sidney Yen, cataloger in the
general library, has been named
acting eatalog librarian.

,.

______

'\" -;...

·"~~'

_1$

for Component Systems
at Affordable Prices
Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NF.
{at the Triangle)

255-1695

-·-------·~~
The Fisher

'{i!J!#JrJ.ffi 11 tlUD

II

m1

ADVE'\T

I

Car owr.ers
anhonce your
riri•mg r:feaz~ro \'lith
cupetb Sr;ny·n!ercl:) scund!

•••
••
•

TEAC

illtlntosh

HElP ••••
YOURSElF ~
TO SOME ~
EXPERT ~

PANASONIC

THOREN.S

ADVICE

YOUR UNIVERSITY S1"'EREC) S'I"'C)RE

Cliff's Noles are written with
you in mind. The expert
scholars who prepare them
know what you need to help
you understand the toughest
literary works. They analyze
characters, discuss

Near Girard & Central NE
30 II Monte Vista NE
CT-412

Adve·nt Model201 Cassette Tape Deck

underlying meanings,

interpret, explain-all with a
view toward helping you get

~KENWOOD

more than just a grade out of
literature courses. Titles
ava.ilabte now cover nearly
200 frequently assigned plays

Component Compacts

and navels.

tft~O'Jil..-o,.Ar-~ro-

HOUSE
Just off Campus

near Girard and Central
KS-505P STEREO COMPACT
60 Walls, FET, IC, FM/ AM Stereo ReceMJr
Professional PE 2010 Automatic turntable
Pickering v. ·,5;AT·3 Cartridge

KS-505P less/spkrs.

e
e

speeiat$259.95

QUIVIRA
BOOK SHOP

111 Cornell Or. S.E.
IN~xt

ttt thn Pti<F (l(f;c<')

Telephone 266-1788

'--------------------------------------~-' '~

~

••
••

•
•••

•
•••
•••
••
••
••
e
••
••
•

•
•••

:
-LCliff~~~~ ~
•
.
Get Them Wherever
•
Books Are Sold
•••
Only $1 Each
.•••
Here!
..v
.••••
~

$279.95

••

.•

•

•••
•
••

• ' J

the right .
contraceptive
for you
flight, because It's effective!
Right, because it's gentle, so you
can use it with confidence. And
these are the big reasons why
Emko Foam should be your
contraceptive. Over ten'years
of testing and medical studies
prove Etnko one of the most
effoctive contraceptives availabl&. Yet it contains no hormones
and therefore cannot harm your
genertll health and well·being.
Of eotmla, Emko Fot~m has
other important advantages',
too. There are no complicated
schedules to follow; no prescriptions or fittings, and you use it
only whtln you need protectiol'l,
Besides, you hard/'{ know it's
there. With all of these advantages, you owe it to yourself
to try Emko .
Emko f!oam Two Ways ...

• Regular with delicate. clear
applicatot
• Pre·Fil, that can be filled up
to one week in advance

••

•

I'

--··

~....

...
~

Trend Shops

•
•••

.•
.•
•

.DOWNTOWN
.NOB HILL
•WINROCK

•••

•
••
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Gov. Bruce King Delivers
.State of State A"ddress

Still More Best Ten ....
(continued 'rrom page 9)
' 1 BARK"
Jeffersou Airplaue
(Grunt/FTR-1 001)
In the same category as
"Cahoots" and "Sticky Fingers,"
"Bark" looks weak only in
comparison with some earlier JA
gems. Balin's departure, as with
previous changes, hasu't hurt the
Airplane's standing as oue of the
two or three best rock bauds
anywhere,

Prokm~
half rice

50°/o

* * .....* * *
JUST MISSED
"11·17·70"-Elton John
(Uni/93105)
.
''EVENSONG" (Island/SW-93 02
. • . "FANTASIA LINDUM"-The
A m a z i· n g B I o n d e 1
(Island/SW-9310)
''ALBUM II"-Loudon
Wainwl'ight III (Atlantic/SD
8291)
"? ? ? ? "-Led Zeppelin
(Atlantic/SO 7208)
* * * * *

HONORABLE MENTION •....
"THE SILVER TONGUED
DEVIL AND I"-Kris
Kristofferson (Monument/Z
30679)

OFF!

Order as many albums as you want! At half price! Complete the order form below,
Send check or money order for each album, along with sales slip or register tape
showing the price you paid for your PROTEIN 29 AEROSOL HAIR GROOM.

r.

- - - - - - - O R D E R fORM - - - - - - - ,

GREAT SOUNDS ALBUMS

PLEASE SEND ME THE

I P. o. BOX 29
FOLLOWING ALBUMS AT
I
50% OFF LIST!
I
I BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11202
LIST
YOUR I
I
PRICE
PRICE
10 CAROLE KING, Music • . • . . • • . • • •. • . • . . • • •• . • •• • $5.98 $2.99 1
0 DON McLEAN, American Pie .. • • .. .. .. •• .. • • .. .. • 5.98
2.99 I
I 0 CAT STEVENS, Teaser & the Firecat . . • • . • . • •• • • • • • 5.98
2.99
1 0 THREE DOG NIGHT, Harmony . .. • . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • 5.98
2.99 I
0 WINGS, Wild Life .. .. .. • . .. • • • • • • .. .. .. • • •• • • . 5.98
2.99
2.99 I
! 0 CARPENTERS . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. • .. 5.98
0 JOHN LENNON, lm. agine. • . . • . . • • • • • •. • • • . • • • • • • 5.98
2.99 I
I 0 MELANIE, Gather Me . . . • • . . • . . . • •• • •• • • • • • •• . 5.98
2.59
1 0 ELTON JOHN, Madman Across the Water • • • . . •• • • • . 5.98
2.99 1
0 ISAAC HAYES, Black Moses (2 Rec.) • . . . • . . . . • • . . . 9.96
4.98
2.99 I
I 0 GRANO FUNK RAilROAD, EPluribus Funk • • •. . . • . • . 5.98
I 0 CHEECH &CHONG . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.98
2.99 I
0 BAOFINGER, Straight Up . . . . . • . . . . •• . . • • • . . • • . 5.98
2.99
1 0 JAMES BROWN, Revolution of the Mind (2 Rec.) . • . . . 7.98
3.99 1
0 NEW SEEKERS, We'd like To Teach World To Sing • . . . 5.98
2.99
I 0 DENNIS COFFEY & DETROIT GUITAR BAND, Evolution 5.98
2.99 I
2.99 I
I 0 LED ZEPPELIN • .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. . 5.98
0 MOUNTAIN, Flowers of Evil .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. • .. 5.98
2.99
I 0 STYLISTICS . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 4.98
2.49 I
0 FACES, A Nod is Good as Wink to Blind Horse . . . . . . . 5.98
2.99
I 0 LEON RUSSELL & MARC BEN NO, Asylum Choir II . . . . 5.98
2.99 I
1 0 JUDY COLLINS, Living
. .. . .. . . . . .. .. 5.98
2.99 1
0 RICHARD HARRIS, My Boy . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 5.98
2.99
low Spark of High Heeled Boys . . . . . . . • • . 5.98
2.99 I
I 00 TRAFFIC,
HUDSON & LANDRY, Losing Their Heads . . . . • • . • • 5.98
2.99 I
I 0 BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST HlTh, VOL 2 (2 Rec.) . . . . 6.98
3.49

1 00 NEIL
ROD STEWART, Every Picture Tells a Story . . . • . . . .
DIAMOND, Stones . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . • • • •
I
I

I

I
I
J

5.98
2.99
5 98
2.99
0 JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR, Various Artists (2 Rec.). 11.98
5.99
Offer valid only in
TOTAL $~.~·-_
U.S. Void where
~~M
$
prohibited.
Add Applicable Sales Tax

G)

Add 50¢ for first album and 15¢ each addi·

$

eaoh additional Double Album)

$.---

tiona! album to cover postage and handling
(Add $1.00 for first double album and 30¢

.

~·---

TOTAL ENCLOSED$~.·~·-·-·

OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
I CHECK
AllOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. PLEASE PRINT.

I NAME.--··~···.·····
I ADDRESS~~.

I
I CITY_~..
STATE
ZIP
I PROTEIN
29 AEROSOL HAIR GROOM is made for today's hair styles.
it grooms way down for control after shampooing, but without stiffness
l or slickiness.

1
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I

Fc.1~hcr'u

dcsigncr5 of
beautiful things
For beautiful people!
Credit and Layaway

* * * * *
BEST NEW FEMALE ARTIST.....
"JUDEE SILL"-Judee Sill
(Asylum/SD 5050)

* * * *

*

BEST NEW MALE ARTIST.....
"JOHN PRINE"-John Prine
(Atlantic/SD 8296)

BEST NEW GROUP .....
Crazy Horse-but alas, before the
year was ended they had already
drastically rearranged personnel.
So maybe I should name instead
'the Amazing Blond.el.

* * * * *

BEST MISCELLANEOUS (VERY)
"BRIAN JONES PRESENTS THE
PIPES OF PAN AT JOU JOUKA"
(Rolling Stones/COC 49100)-the
late Stoue Joues was a cosmic
figure, and these 1964 recordings
he made in Morocco are what you
might expect but can't possibly be
prepared for. A real trip-don't
take it lightly.

Sanity Standards Studied
In De Broca Film Classic
"KING OF HEARTS"
Philippe De Broca
The Guild Theater
"What you resist, you become." This Taoist proverb is the
basis of much of man's problem with himself. But the Dance,
the Divine Comedy, the Cosmic Spoof, goes on. It can be joy
or struggle, or joyful struggle.
Exquisitely directed, acted and photographed, and based
upon the timeless dynamics of being human, Philippe De
Broca's contemporary classic "King Of Hearts" takes us into
the insanity of our "sanity" and shows us the sanity of our
"insanity." Alan Bates is cast as a
first world war Scottish
highlander private sent to save a
French village from the devilish
destructiveness of a German _plot.
The townspeople have already
been evacuated, except for the
inmates of the local asylum.
When Private Pumpernickle
(Alan Bates) arrives in the town
he becomes involved with the
inmates who refuse to recognize
the internatioual role game of war
as being any more important than
their own role games of fantasy,
which call for every moment to be
a celebration, Pumpernickle is
made into the King of Hearts by
the inmates, who by now roam
freely through the town, and is
ceremoniously crowned and
betrothed to his eye's apple.
"They're Overacting"
Meanwhile, the "objective"
reality continues and the clock
ticks the town closer to its doom.
"Let's make love," says the
Queen. "But we've only three
minutes to live!" says the King.
"That's enough time," says the
Queen. Of course the town is
saved by the King, his people are
saved, which is cause for more
celebration. Enemy soldiers meet
in the town square and massacre
each other, Says the Bishop to the
King, "1 thiuk they're
overacting." Beautiful.
Needless to say, the ones who
really need to see this film won't.
Still, treat yourself to a delicious
taste of what we all know to be
the truth, "sanity" aside.
Pr.int quality? 'The English
dubbing leaves somethiug to be
desired, _poor focus makes it a
strain on the eyes in the front
third of the theater. The color is
great. Last day is Friday, Jan. 21.
Try to make it.
Pahana

UNM's Division of Government
Research was established in 1945.
THE MAll Shopping Center 2256 Wyoming N.E. " It has published 79 monographs.

50 Sl OtS AVal'} abl e
Ill SpeeCh 315 ,

G0 }dhaber Says

Speech instructor Jerry
Goldhaber has announced that
due to a registration error 40
students were inadvertently
dropped from a Speech 315 class,
Problems of Interpersonal
Communications.
The course is still o_pen and has
a capacity for another 50
students.
Goldhaber said the course is
open to all students and may be
taken without his permission prior
to the class.
The content of the course is
devoted to communications
problems in the family, industry
and the government, using
transactional analysis as the tool
for analysis.
The texts for the course are
"I'm OK, You're OK," by
Thomas Harris, and "The Games
People Play," by Eric Berne.
Goldhaber may be reached at
277·4021.

. I

I

History Appointee
Karl Seitz has been a_p_pointed
an assistant professor of history at
UNM. He will begin teaching
during the fall semester.
Seitz. has a bachelor of arts
degree in philosophy from Brown
University. He has master's
degrees both in philosophy and
history from the University of
Michigan where he is now a
doctoral student in history.
His specialties are European
intellectual history during the
19th and 20th centuries, modern
Italian history and historiography.

n:nMmlH'
:ennis
.nil.
· IJ\IV

as ueod.ed construction and
one-time ouly studies.
His budget recommendations,
the governor said, reflect an
average 1 0 per cent increase over
appropriations fo~ Lhis yea:r. He
then told the legislature that he
makes "no secret that it is my
feeling we will finish my
administration without a general
tax increase."
Breakdown
King leaves office in January,
1974 .
Major items included in the
governor's budget
recommendations include:
Legislature: $1,823,000
compare(} to $1,260,300 this
year.
'
Judicial: $6,715,000 up from
$6,394,250.
Executive: $12,454,515 up
from $12,088,860.
Health-Hospitals-Welfare: an
increase from $33,820,428 to
$38,496,000.
Public Safety: an increase of
nearly $1.5 million from
$10,357,059 to $11,806,500.
Public Education:
$157,877,289 compared to
$145,170,400.
Higher Education: $50,415,500
up from $45,437,128.
Other Education:
(vocational/technical) an increase
to $5,148,200 from $4,940,800.
Law Enforcement
In his address, King laid heavy
emphasis on the need for an
increase in law enforcement
calling it "one of my major
concerns."
He added that the state has
been unable to make "major
inroads" on what he termed a
"cancerous" problem. $800,000
of the increase in public safety
funds, he said, would go toward
hiring 30 additional uniformed
policemen and 10 civilians for the
If They Come In
state _police.
He then said he was also calling
The Morning,
for an average 12 _per cent increase
Angela Davis
for district attorney offices to
help them combat the rising rate
$1.25
of crime in New Mexico.
Drugs
'The governor also called for a
Sources, Roszak
"systematic approach for drug
$2.45
abuse" control. He added that he
"fully supports" a proposed bill
to be introduced by a special
Collected Essays,
legislative committee established
Huxley
last year to study the need for
revamping the state's drug laws.
$2.95
(The Daily Lobo will carry a
'"' special article on that law in the
Monday, Jan. 24 issue.)
Living Batch Limited
If enacted, that law would
virtual.ly re-write all of the state's
2406 Central SE
drug laws now on the books and
would provide for such changes as
OPEN SUN. 1-5
making the possession of eight or
less ounces of marijuana to be
10% off on all hardbacks
_punishable by no .more than a $25
fine.
No Sale Tax
There are 32 standing
committees at UNM and "You are
there."

Gov. Bruce King Tuesday called
for state appropriations from the
general fund of ovet $291 million
for fisca1 year 1972.
King's recommendations,
dl!!iVeNd to a joint session of Lhe
state legislature as part of his
"State of the State Address"
reflect an increase of nearly $2.6
milliou over. state general fund
expenditures for this fiscal year.
Equal Rights
King also told the lawmakers
the condition of the state general
fund is good and "all agencies
should finish the ( 1971) fiscal
year" within their appropriations.
In other items in his address
King said he would send to the
legislature a proposed
Constitutional amendment that
would guarantee "equality of
rights under the law for both
sexes" and prohibit any
identification on birth certificates
which could be discriminatory.
He also said he would back laws
concerning noise pollution
abatement but reiterated again
that it is his intention to "closely
restrict" special legislation so that
the legislature can "concentrate"
on fiscal matters.
Fiscal Matters·
By law, sessions of the
legislature in even-numbered years
are restricted to financial matters
and those items specifically
requested by the governor.
King said the state should end
this fiscal year with an
approximate $19 million surplus
but cautioned against
appropriating any of those funds
for recurring expenditures.
Instead, he said, use of the surplus
should go to special high priority
non-recurring expenditures such

li

I
&
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POPEJOY HALL
and the Cultural Program Committee

Major Events January Through April
Jan. 22-8:15 p.m.-Dance Theater of Harlem
Feb. 6-8:15 p.m.-Orpheus in the Underworld-opera
Feb. 16-8 :15 p.m.-Butterflies Are Free-Broadway play
Feb. 21-8 :15 p.m.-.Osipov Balalaika ·orchestra of Moscow
Mar. 15-8:15 p.m.-Murray Louis Dance Theater
Apr. 10-8 :15 p.m.-Ballet Folklorica of Mexico

University students with activity cards are entitled to purchase two tickets
to any of the above events at one half the regular prices. telephone 277-3121

For information and reservations contact:
417 San Mateo NE
open 7 days a week

DURANGO

IJ.I TEXAS
r • 1 lfa11dmade Boots by

......

___..

......

*EXPERTSKOR REPAllt

*3011 MENAUL N.E. ~ .,_.255·7950
ACME

.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

*'BEST SELECTION

THE liST MOTS Mlllll fOI IGR1E, *~111YFIT ~SERVICE
Boots by. -

The Associated Students UNM

Easter Sunday will fall on
March 28 in the year 2100.

icken dinners too)

Richard Salazar
Richardson Ford Sales Inc.
860 I Lomas Boulevard
Albuquerque, N. M. 871 12
(505) 298-7411

NOCONA

COWTOWN
DAN POST

FRYE

RENT·A·CAR

1I

L-----------------~
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All your
mo~t cherished moments
will be forever symbolized
by your Keepsake
diamond engagement ring
from Feather's.

''FULLY QUALIFIED
SURVIVOR"- Michael Chapman
(Harvest/SW·816)
''M ORDICAI JONES"-Mordicai
Jones (Polydor/PD 5010)
"SANTANA (IH?)"-Santana
(Columbia/KC 30595)

ForstudentsMdfaculty 21 andover.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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GSA Plans Early February Elections
GSA t>l~ctions for president and
vice prt'sidenL have been
scheduled for early February, said
Jim O'Neill, vice president of
GSA. '
The deadline for applications
for the two posts will be
announced shortly, O'Neill added.
All graduate students are eligible
to run for either position.
O'Neill said ballot boxes will be

placed in vanous spots around
campus, He said he would prefer
to conduct the election by mail
but that it is not feasible to obtain
lists of all graduate students from
tlw data processing center on such
"short notice."
At Lobo press time Ray
Schowers, present administrative
assistant of GSA, was the only
announced candid!lte for either

BUDGET TAPES
&RECORDS 1708 Central SE

All
$4.98 LPs
$2.99

All
$6.98
STand
(ass.
$4.99

Courses in social services,
sewing and small business
management will be !lmong those
offered by UNM's division of
continuing education this
semester.
Classes last five weeks,
beginning Jan. 24. Registration
began Jan 15 at the Continuing
Education Center o.n the
northwest corner of Lomas and
Yale.
Among the courses offered will
be casework, social legislation,
modern social service techniques,
beginning sewing, tailoring, sewing
with knit and stretch fabrics,
income tax for small businesses,
la bar-management.

If you think
that ordination
is something
like graduation
-and the time
in between is
similar to marking time-then
you couldn't be more mistaken.
The Pau\ists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing,
Each is an individual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.
For instance, during the novitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, vocational rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assistant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers and psychiatric
aides.
Paulist Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex•
periment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paullst
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.
When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.
For more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don·
aid C. Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Director, Room 300,

TICKETS FOR THE
CONCERT

2.69

TICKETS FOR THE
CONCERT

BlacKOak Arkansas

Black Oak
Arkansas
Reg. 5.98 Now

Continuing
Education Classes

A PAULIST DOESN'T
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

B. B. King
Live-in London 3.49
Reg. 5.98 Now

ZZ Tops First
Reg. 4.98 Now

position. Schowers is running for
president.
Individuals elected will :replace
Bert Hansen, current GSA
president, and O'Neill.

3.49

paiiStfothers.

415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y.10019

Posters-Patches-Papers-Pi pes

tbe bribal patb
CO~fPLETE

WEDDil\G PLAXXIXG A?\D
ARRAl\GEME:'\TS

Proper planning sa<-~; D"<l's money and l\fo1her's worry. Let us establish
\our needs an1l nrr:anize " team of weddinfl f>rofrssionals for you from our
lltUI>Al. PAT II assotiates- the hest in the area! The cost of these services
is rxantv the same through us as if you enr:age them directly ••.. The
f~Tcat dilfctenr<' is that we coordinate the entire effort to assure you a beauti·
ful and well·organiled wedding._

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INVITATIONS
ADDRESSING SERVICE
PHOTOGRAPHY
!~LOWERS

MUSIC
CATERING
WEDDING CAKES
PARTY RENTALS
PARTY ACCESSORIES
TENTS AND CANOPIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SALON GOWNS
DRESSMAKER GOWNS
MENSWEAR RENTALS
JEWELRY
ATTENDANTS' GIFTS
TRANSPORTATION
GUEST RESERVATIONS
INSURANCE COUNSEL
HONEYMOON PLANNING
TRAVELARRANGEMENTS

We can help yo•• locnte wedding and reception sites and assist at your re·
heatsal, ccrcmo11y and reception. Let us explain our timc.saving system to
you with no obli~:ation on your part.
"We do the legwork-all you have to do is get rna,. i !d."
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Acting ISRAD Chief
To ContinttePrograms

Regents Approve
Universi~y Forum

By SANDY McCRAW
As newly-&ppointed acting director of the Institute of
Social Research and Pevelopment (ISRAD), George ~pringer
will "substantially carry on with the programs now involved
in ISRAD." Springer is dean of the graduate school and vice
president for research,
The directorship was vacated by Jack Campbell, former
governor of New Mexico, who resigned effective Jan. 1 in the
wake of controversy involving the organization. Campbell
will devote his time to the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States, of which he is the president. Campbell said this and
other commitments "will · not permit me to devote the
appropriate time and attention to ISRAD."
Line Responsibility
Springer stressed his position is "very temporary and is in
addition to my existing duties. I was chosen because of basic
line responsibility. It's not unusual to do this." Springer used
the example of Harold Lavender, vice president of student
activities, accepting the line responsibility as temporary
director of the Union.
Springer, who will go on sabbatical leave in March, may be
replaced by a regular director. If a director can not be found
by that time, another acting director will be appointed, he
said.
Identifying Role
He plans to "suggest one or two things in preparation of
identifying the role of the organization," including open
questions concerning the ISRAD charter and functions of the
executive committee.
"Up to now, ISRAD has been a collection of programs,
very useful in·the realm in which they function," Springer
said. Especially effective have been programs such as those
concerning home improvement and business, he stressed.
The present staff will probably continue at the program
although there may be some changes if new projects are
funded or old ones die from lack of monetary support, he
added.
Child Development
Concerning the Child Development Program, new director
Jim Jaramillo and his assistant Harold Bailey have "made a
fairly thorough analysis," Springer said. The changes in the
program "were made by Campbell as a result of certain
complaints."
Last October, the program was under considerable attack
by the Chicano community, the United Child Care Board and
Sen. Clinton P. Anderson charging discrimination and
mismanagement.
"
The program is currently under the jurisdiction of United
Child Care, Inc., a community organization, and it is up to
ISRAD only to "give supportive services, not management,
care and feeding."
Legislature
Sen. William Sego (R-Bern.) told a recent meeting of the
Legislative Finance Committee UNM has continued funding
for ISRAD, although the legislature refused to fund
the program beginning in1969, Sego said.
"We do receive flak," Springer said, "from legislators every
once in a while. This is probably unavoidable because we are
functioning in the public domain in which politicians have an
interest. It is possible for legislators to doubt the value of the
program. . . and they are not reticent about expressing their
feelings toward it.
"We should be prepared to justify what we do and admit
when we make errors," he said.
"BEF (Board of Educational Finance) has not been
terribly supportive of ISRAD as a total concept, but has
supported strongly certain programs within ISRAD,"
Springer said.
Springer has not been asked to testify before any
legislative committees and he says he doubts he will be called
upon to defend ISRAD.

The advisory University Community Forum,
under discussion for over a year, was given final
approval by the UNM Regents Dec. 13.
'l'he forum Was one ot four maju1· chtlllg<;:" ili
University governance suggested by the
Regent-appointed Committee on University
Governance in May 197.1.
The Regents also turned down a proposal to
reduce tuition for foreign Students, withheld
action on a proposed BBA program in the
School of Business and Administrative Sciences
pending a discussion of the finances of the
program change.
Formation Soon
The Forum is to be set up as soon as possible,
the Regents said, but gave no specific date.
The Forum would be responsible for
discussion of "policy questions of general
concern," and recommending solutions of
problems to any group on campus. It is,
however, specifically prohibited from being a
judicial or legislative board, and its decisions are
not binding.
Also, the forum would make nominations for
the position of University ombudsman. The
ombudsman has been approved in principle by
the Regents, but final approval of the position is
contingent upon passage by the Forum and
budgeting considerations.
49Members
Membership of the 49 member forum is from
the central administration and college deans (6),
the faculty (19), undergraduate student body
(15), graduate student body (4), alumni (2), and
University staff (3).
The Regents also set a March 15 deadline for
comments on the terms of a proposed
streamlining . of the UNM internal judicial
system. The modifications were also part of the
Governance Committee's report.
The Regents also approved "in principal" the
terms of a graduate housing program, accepted a

New Assistant Director

Show Cancelled

Harold Bailey, has been named
assistant director of UNM's Child
Development Program.
A 22-year resident of the city,
Bailey has served on the
Albuquerque High coaching staff
in basketball and track.

The Vienna Opera Company's
performance of "Die
Fledermaus," scheduled for March
1 at Popejoy Hall on the
University of New Mexico campus
has been cancelled by the New
York producer.

RememberSumrner Cookouts?

Newman Center
1815 Las Lomas
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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King Reart..s 'Unfavorably' To 1oint Let;ter

Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon is
expected to draft legislation
providing for ex officio members
of the state hoardr. of re~ents, said
Brad dates, NMSU student
president.
Cates is one of three student
body presidents in the state that
recently requested Gov. King to
include such legislation in his call
to the Legislature this year.
ASUNM President Ken White,
another supporter of student
regents, said King had reacted
"favorably" when the issue was
presented to him orally, but
"reacted unfavorably" when he
got the letter making the request.
Cates said Mondragon told him
he would present a draft bill to
King "this week."

The request for the governor's
support follows a Dec. 7 Attorney
General's opinion allowing that
students could legally be
appointed as regents. The opinion
was sought by Rep. Daniel Lyon
(D·Bern.).
The opinion states that
students are not constitutional\y
excluded from 11 position on a
regent's board. "Clearly the only
requirements set forth in the
Constitution for members of the
Boards of Regents are that they
be qualified electors of the state
and that they be of varying
political parties."
The opinion also said the
governor may appoint students to
advisory positions on tl:>e boards,
;1nd that the Legislature mjly

provide for such advisory student
positions regardless of the
governor's appointive perogative.
Gary Blakely, ENMU student
president, is the third student
officer seeking student regents.

Summer Program
UNM will sponsor a summer
session from June 19 until July
28, 197 2, in cooperation with the
Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara, offering courses for
credit in Spanish and Spanish
Southwest History. For further
information inquire at the
International Office, UNM, 1717
Roma, N.E.
1970 was a bard year for the
United States Space Program,

When it cornes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer .

• •

Come to PARIS!

parking fee schedule for Semester II 1972-73
and approved the design for a $295,000 building
project on the north campus.
Parking Fees
The parking fee schedule approved is a sliding
scale based on income levels.
Students will pay $27 for nine months
parking in reserved lots; teaching, graduate and
research assistants and "non-exempt personnel"
on the bi-weekly payroll will pay $39 per year;
personnel with salaries not exceeding $17,999
will pay $66 per year; personnel with salaries of
$18,000 or more will pay $78 per year.
The fee schedule was drawn up by the
Campus Planning Committee in December after
the Regents had approved paid parking in
October.

LUNCHES

9 am to 1:30pm
Quick Service at the right price

0~Mondragon Drafts Student ;Regent Bill

1

'With more than 150 dance students enrolling for the spring semester, and the
entire fac::ulty exercise happy, we recommend a visit to the Paris-UPTOWN
Store just a mile east of the campus on Central. There you will find a fabulous collection of Gapezio ballet slippers, tights and leotards. For comfort and long life you just can't beat Capezio quality! For ~'\election and
fitting, you can't beat Paris; UNM's friendly neighbor at 3701 Central NE.

--Get that same flavor
with our
Broiled Hamburger
266-0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym

Paris UPTOWN only

Wednesday, January 19,1972
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Library ~eport Released

72 LUSC Report Stressing Awareness
l\1ot·e awareness on the purt of
the State's Bo:wds of Regents
toward college housing library
facilities, cufetE'rias and' student
faculty ratios has been urged by
the Legislative University Study
Committee (LUSC) in its third
report to the Legislature.
The report submitted to the
1 9 7 2 legishtture, recommended
the upgrading of libraries at state
institutions, comparable to those
of surrounding states.
The committee recommended
the libraries receive additional
funds for 1972-73 fiscal year
through a General Obligation
Bond "issue effective for a period
of years to upgrade all libraries
comparable to those of
surrounding states."

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

Rep. 'fom Hoover (R-Bern.),
the House Minority leader, said he
was aware the committee was
making the recommendation for
the General Obligation Bond, but
pointed out that use of the State's
estimated $19 million surplus
might be utilized instead. He
noted, however, he didn't know
how much the committee was
asking for the libraries.
Rep, Raymond G. Sanchez
(D-Bern,) one of the newer
members on the LUSC noted the
urgency in obtaining funds for the
improvements necessary. ''We're
trying to get money for the
libraries as soon as soon as
possible," he said. Sanchez added
the LUSC was trying to get the
bond issue, but if it was not
possible, "we'll try for a direct
appropriation which will mean
Less money."
The report said UNM students
gave an excellent and welldocumented presentation
concerning the inadequacy of the
UNM Library. "Utili~ing a

•................
~

New Course

~

~

l
•

,

Tom W. Thompson

~

MARRIAGE AND ~
PERSONAL
~
DEVELOPMENT ~
Topics247
~
Home Economics Dept.

~

MWF9:30a.m.
~
~
TTh2:00p.m.
~
~ Prof. Terry Olson 277-4735 ~
•

400 San Felipe-Old Tawn

,

.....•.

national study, student leaders
showed the Committee that the
UNM Library is definitely below
national standards." Student
Housing was said to be inadequate
and the Bachelor of Business
Administtation degree was
discussed. Student leade1·s
reported satisfactory
communication with the
administration, faculty and the
Board of Regents.
.
Student complaints of library
inadequacy were heard by the
committee at all the state's
institutions.
The report was compiled by the
Committee after a series of visits
to the campuses Last semester.
Student body Leaders from the
universities extended invitations
to the LUSC to hold on-campus
meetings during the fall semester,
General recommendations
made for state universities and
observations about the direction
of higher education were also
included in the report such as
"tho need for full and open
boards of regents meetings, and
the quality of teaching concerning
graduate and undergraduate
students today."
The LUSC also urged boards of
Regents to request student
participation on a non-voting basis
in the governance of state
institutions and reasserted the
need for Regents to actively
participate in all aspects of
governance.
In its third report submitted to
the legislature, the L USC report
differed from the first two, in its
friendlier attitude toward the
State's university system.

~·······
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CORN MAIDEN

•

CLOWN

CORN KACHINA

New A nthro Exhibit
A collection showing some of the finest of Southwestern
Indian arts has been placed on permanent exhibition at the
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
The material has been given to the museum by Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Maxwell of Farmington.
The unusual display case will include textiles, baskets and
pottery collected by Ms. Maxwell's father, the late Clark ;Field,
U also will display many examples of Ms. Maxwell's
extensive collection of kachina dolls.
The case, itself, has been constructed of old adobe bricks.
An elaborate lock is from a 19th century Spanish boat. The
oldest part of the display, though, is the flagstone on the floor
inside the case. It is from masonry in the prehistoric pueblo
site of Chaco Canyon.

Give Your Room

a NEW LOOK
This Semester
'

'

I

It's easy with our huge selection of
rattan and willow furniture.

ANYTHING
YOU WISH
LFIND AT

Cotton Madras and Indian PrintsGreat for bedspreads, curtains, etc.
72xl 08 8c 90xl 08 $4.98-5.98-7.49.

Our stock of posters (Coronado Center only) will help create the atmosphere you desire. $1.00, $1.50 &
$2.00 Black & White, Color, & Black
Light.

I

Corner ol Central

\
'
I

or Hanging Chairs
$29.98 &.$38.88
or Victorian Chairs
in many sizes & styles

Coronado Center

.~PERUSED"

•

-

--

a

Mesa

J

~

~

BOOKS

AT

I·ZPRICE

Hardback-Paperbacks
ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST SHOPPING CENTERS
54 fl .. stores to Hrve you beltor

4.lOO frH parldng

lot yoor .;,.,.;..,:
l~nce • • • •ntr~-.aff lowlllano. lndkln
Sd>ool Road ""d P•llll'}'~tn~. Vl~l •• ""'"·
lpacos

Magazines
Repair & ~laintcuantc
on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Specialists
333 Wvomine:Blvd. ~E
265·5901
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1820 CENTRAL
243-1988

FAMILY
STORES

..

Willow Chairs
$15.98 &$16.98
(2 sizes)

StQ€€t
CIQCUS

107 Mesa SE

Three Panel Screens
Make A Big Difference
$29.98

Other Items Include
Hampers
Chests
Waste Baskets
Stools
Fish Net
Bam boo Curtains
Old Town Plaza
Grass Mats
842-8022

qolb

MESA CORNER

Travel Film
"Houseboat to Florida," a film
describing a scenic journey on the
Inland Waterway from New York
to Miami, will be shown Feb. 5 at
7:30p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Howard Pollard, the producer,
will narrate the film.
The film is part of a
travel-adventure series
co-sponsored by Popejoy Hall and
the Sandia Kiwanis Club. Tickets
are available at Popejoy Hall.

The director's role in the strengthening of a professional
"University planning will need
libr!lry, the organization and the knowledge a.nd capability.
to take more specific account of
library's role in University
The report also claimed the requirements," according to the
planning came under fire in the Library Committee "has tended report, "for library resources and
survey of the general library made to involve itself, on occasion, in services so that they can be
by Booz, Allen and Hamilton, a operating detail which should be included early, completely and
consultant firm. The survey was accomplished by the director. It with solid justification. 'l'he
c o m m is s i o n e d b y t h e also suggested the law and medical library's role in the University
sciences librarians should not planning process will have to be
administration :ar.t spring.
The resign9.tion of David serve as ex-officio members of the more definite and regular so that
Kelley, director of the general committee.
the library's contribution can be
''Coordination on library- type greater and better informed both
library, came in the wake of the
Chicago firm's $30,000 report.
matters is now quite haphazard in developing and implementing
Kelley resigned effective July 1, and occurs only spasmodically in plans."
1972.
single contacts between individual
Travelstead said he would like
"to invite the director of the
K e II e y e x p I a i ned h is units," it said.
resignation: "It's a combination
A resources development library to meetings of the
of everything in the past four to division was suggested to be added academic deans and I'd like to
five years. We've done the best we to the library. The division would have him involved with the
could do with the resources we b e m a d e up m o s t I y o f g r a d u a t e and cur ric u 1 a
committees."
had to work with. There has been bibliographers.
criticism that we arc not
Subordinates to the director
It would also be profitable to
adcq1.1ate. Of course, the timing of came under fire as not taking on invite the director of the library
the survey seems appropriate in overall management functions to meetings of the president und
that the new director will be able properly, even on matters directly vice presidents of the University
to have this to work with."
related to their responsibility. It when discussions having
Kelley will work in the also complained of lack of implications to the library were to
acquisitions department and will supervision in the library. Kelley IJe discussed, Travelstead said .
be "available for consultation said supervision in the library was
Kelley recognized planning as
with the new director." He will sufficient with monthly reports one of the most important aspects
coming in to him.
of the report. "This has definitely
retire next year.
Chester Travelstead, vice
The hiring of an assistant been a weakness. We need a closer
president for academic affairs, director was also recommended. working relationship with
said he was going to appoint an Travelstead said he thought such a planning - especially in reference
implementation committee whoso project would be feasible if the to graduate programs,'' he said.
function will be "to study, assess assistant was viewed as ail
"The General Library," the
and evaluate the recommenda· "administrative assistartt" and not report continued, "should be part
tions and place them in priority as responsible 'in direct line," of university planning both
order."
Kelley agreed.
because it should have some
The entire report probably will
User services were also important contributions to make
not be implemented, with the emphasized in the report, The and so that it can be aware of and
committee sifting out the best education of users in the library take part in determining demands
suggestions. Some· suggestions will _..:w..:a:;.:s..:u:;.:r~g~e.::.d:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t::o:....:h::;e:_.!:p::la::c:::e::::d:...:::o:.:n_:.::it:_::fo:::r~m~a::.:t:e~ri:a~ls~,
be fu !filled soon with others
waiting for the new director being
appointed.
"The director has functioned
with dignity in a trying situation.
However, he needs to be more
positive and definite in dealing
with external relations and
the little corner that gets it together
responsive in carrying problems
through to resolution. He must
Books.,...Music-Health Foods-Hair
demonstrate strength. of
leadership that will have impact in
across from campus
the university and outside and
gain recognition for the library's
needs and accomplishcments and
for efforts to expand service and
to overcome probl11ms.
Unfortunately, this impact and
recognition have not been
attained," according to the report.
"Leadership and supervision in
the General Library have been
limited- they have been
generally passive," it said.
Kelley said he would have to
defend himself on the basis that
he has made many improvements
in the library including the
building of a staff, expansion of
buildings and acquisitions.
In reference to organization in
Featuring Organically Grown Whole
the library, the report said,
Grains, Cereals, Flours & Beans-In Bulk
"improved organization and
management will be the means to
get more out of collections,
Plus
facilities and financial resources
that are available.. , Lack of
Peanut Butter
Noodles
Nuts
dollars, collections and facilities
Sea Salt
Beverages
Spaghetti
should not be the occasion or an
excuse for inaction to improve
Seeds
Dried Fruits
Oils
organization and management
and, consequently, service."
Enjoy Our Low. P1·ices &
Kelley said he disagreed with
the statement. "That's like saying
Peaceful Atmosphere
the track team could do better if
they'd run faster."
The survey suggested a
247-0991
"conscious plan of organization
providing for the design of
structure, assignu1ent of
responsibilities and definition of
relationships."
Recommended action in
improving the library organization
would include the clarification
and restatement of the
responsibilities of the director, the
Library Committee and the vice
president for academic affairs
orgamzatmn strengthening for
resource development, emphasis
upon user services, and
establishment of a professional
development committee for acth:-:
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Free Estimates
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THE BOOKCASE
109 Mesa IE

even below our Incredible
** Everyday Prices on
* Jan. 21, 22, 23.

**
*"
*"
*"*"
*"*"
:

Pipes, Papers, Clips
~ Incense, Rolling Devices
Imported 6 x 9 Indian Prints
Assorted Oils
~
~
~

~<:)
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Benefit Craft Center Opens
"Sun or Old 'l'own"- u new
l:> u 11iness ventu~e for Bernalillo
Countv Mental Health Cente~;
work employes- held its grand
opening Friday at 112 $an Felipe
N.W.
The new store featvres crafts
items sl1ch as ojos de Dlos,
hand-made neckties, macrame
belt!! and leather goods made by
patients from the Mental Health
Center workshop and five
neighborhood ml'!ntal h!'!alth
centers in Albuquerque.
The Field Collect-ion of old
Spanish and Mexican Art, which
includes 96 pieces of silver and 69
other art objects, was given to
UNM by the estate of Neill and
Mary Lester Field in 1939.

Proms from the sale of these
items will go into a special patkmt
activity fund to be used for future
projects, materials and supplies. It
is hoped the store will become a
self-sustaining operation and
involve persons from othet· social
agencies in the area.
The State Department of
Vocation&! Rehabilitation will pay
the salaries for transitional work
employes working in the store as
part of re-training projects.
Future plans for the Old Town
store include an old-fashioned
penny· candy room.
SouthwestP.rn crafts items will be
regularly available.
The store will maintain the
regular working hours of all Old
Town merchants.

Computer Switch Slows Grades

I

Paperwork 'Overwhelms' Registrar, Key Punchers
The change in the semester calendar, the
low number of working days following the
end of the semester, and the new computer
records system prevented. grades for semester
I from being mailed before Jan. 14, said
Robert Weaver, registrar.
The Daily Lobo questioned Weaver on the
delay after receMng numerous complaints.
Weaver said the change to the new
preregistration system involved a change in
the records system "which changed more
than just how things are done in this office.
"It bas an impact on everything, ending
with the .concluding event, grades."
Louis Leurig, director of the Data
Processing Center, said grading programs in
use during the last spring semester "couldn't
be used" on the new computer installed to
handle University records.
Leurig said the Data Processing Center
"has been in the process of changing
programs to the new model since it was

installed last year." Student registration
records were the first to be transferreq to
the new computer, which is "faster and has a
greater capacity."
. .
· Speaking of the d_el&y.in,~bulatm~ grad~s
for semester I, Leung sa1d 1t was a bttle b1t
of everything."
"The early registration was started about
a year ahead of Data Processing planning, on
top of that some professors were late with
their grades.
"The Registrar's Office was overwhelm.ed
with input, we were overwhelmed w1th
punching it out. There were problems
getting used to the new equipment, and
trouble wi.th the equipment."

.'

Pnotqs by Sue Landqn

Sen. Vance Hartke
(D-Indiana)
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Gale invites you over
for the finest
broiled hamburger
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Neptune Water
Furniture
Available at Water Trips
118 ·Tulane Sf 268-8455

The Van de Velde Collection of
materials consists of
86&6 bound volumes, 93 maps
and 50 linear feet of phamphlets.

M~xican

Just To Let You Know
Programs:

Need Furniture1
Get the Furniture of the Future -- Today

Beds from 11.95 up
Come on in and try the new water furniture
Beds - Chairs- Lounges - Couches

Monday night Bible Study 5 :30-6 :45
5:30 meal
6:00 indepth Bible study
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I
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Tiny Martinez was charged with .
ByKIRR BOND
The 1972 New Mexico Youth illegally issuing bond for several
Caucus resolved Saturday night Brown Berets arrested in
the state should sUpport "the December in Santa Fe.
Also passed were several
immediate, mandatory institution
of a comprehensive bilingual environmental resolutions on the
education program.. for all need for land subdivision control,
students who are not native the regulation of strip mining, the
protection .of New Mexico
English speakers."
The two·day caucus grew from wilderness areas, the need to limit
a similar national conference held population growth, and the state's
early in December in Chicago. obligation to refuse the Tucson
Held at the Western Skies under Gas & Electric Co. in its effort to
the direction of an ad hoc steering build a power transmission line
committee, the New Mexico through northwestern New
Caucus gathered 450 young New Mexico .
Permanent Body
Mexicans from every part of the
The Youth Caucus was made a
state, said Tom Rutherford, a
permanent organization under the
caucus coordinator.
direction of the caucus steeting
Resolutions
Throughout the caucus, committee and director.
The final action of the caucus
delegates were urged by speakers
and workshop directors to work was the election of Allen Wilson,
within the two-party system. UNM student, as the permanent
However, of 28 resolutions caucus president.
Presidential hopeful Sen. Vance
approved by the caucus, several
called for youth opposition to Hartke (D-Ind.) and New Mexico
candidates who failed to act in Congressman Manuel Lujan
addressed the delegates Saturday.
accord with the resolutions.
One such resolution New Mexico's Lt. Gov. Robert
condemned "the Gallup Mondragon, Rep. Max Coil
Intertribal Indian Ceremonial as it (R-Chavez.), and Rep. Lenton
now exists," and committed Malry (D·Bern.) spoke at Friday's
delegates to work against opening session.
Saturday evening, delegates to
candidates who support it.
The resolution on bilingual the caucus - which was moved
education said the state "must from the ballroom of the hotel to
certify teachers who are fully the gymnasium of Manzano High
fluent" in the native language and after being bumped by a state
urges that all state colleges and Democratic fund raiser- heard
universities initiate teacher· several speakers: Robert Henry,
ACTION representative; Richard
training programs to effect this.
Wilson, director of Native
Prisoners
In another resolution on foreign American Studies at UNM; and
policy, the caucus demanded the Ely Segal, who served as chief
federal government withdraw all counsel for the McGovern
its support from military Commission on Democratic Party
who
dictatorships throughout the reform
:world. The resnluJ.i<:>n asks
withdrawal of all Amedcan forces,
"contingent on the return of
American prisoners.''
Among other recommendations
made were: a measure recognizing
the so'J ereignty of Navajo
territories within New Mexico; a
recommendation that water use
planning be halted until studies of
the state's water resources are
completed and assurances are
made that no one's water rights
will be abused.
Martinez Defended
Also passed were: a statement
of support for "fair and just laws"
to advance sexual equality and
freedom; a resolution calling for
repeal of the state law under
which Las Vegas District Attorney

5:30 meal
6:00 student initiated program

will soon be wearing
bellbottoms." He also warned that
New Me~ico was controlled by
outside forces, "just as sure as the
shots were called by Britain for
the 13 colonies.''

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
1502 Wyoming NE

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
l<'rench, German, and others . , .)
lunch 11 :30·2:30 dinner 5:30·9:30

413 Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town PJaza

2

blocks N.W.
242-4986

WICKERSHAM
WOMEN'S
MEDICAL
CENTER
1S3 East 58th Street, New York
A COMMUNITY ABORTION
SERVICE AFFILIATED WITH
A MAJOR
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL

Unsurpassed safety record of
in·p~lient and out-patient abor•
tions by Board-certified gyne•
cologists and anesthesiologists,
Low costs of abortion proced·
ures:
Pregnancy
up to 10 wks., D & C, $150
up to 13 wks., D & C, $250
14·24 weeks, Saline or
Mechanical Induction, $400
Free services available to abor•
tlon patients include psychln·
tric counseling, family planning
and birth control. No referral
needed. No referral fee or con·
trlbution solicited ever. Private.
Conftdentinl.
For free information,
counseling and

immediate appointments,
DIRECT SERVICE LINE
TO MEDICAL CENTER

(212) PLaza 5·6805
Call B AM to B PM

Mondays through Saturdays

Ou1· kouse witk its old TV. old poor table, old ping pong
table, a-nd ma-ybe some new friends is open daily to all
UNM students.

1633 Grand Ave. NE

Rent before the
new semester.

SEEThe
Beoutiful New
Apartments
NOW RENTING

MID-CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
1515 Copper N.E.

(Just west of University Blvd.}
Wednesday, January 19,1972

PngclG

delegates to "think of yourselves
not as serfs, not to put up
balloons, but as a power-bloc."
Wilson said he feared the power
of new voters could easily be
wasted, that "the silent majority

Immediate Help With No Delays

Live in luxury
and solve the
parking problem.

Thursday night Vespers 5 :30-6 :45

Baptist Student Union

Model Abortion
Program

Youth Caucus Focus On Education

More$$ For Education
Recommended By King
(all figures shown are suggested
total expenditures) as compared
to this year:
Athletics- $1,413,000 an
increase of $13,000.
Library- $1,557,000
compared to $1,344,000.
Medical School- $4,800,000,
an increase of nearly $400,000.
Cancer Center- $100,000, no
change.
Research - $6,5 8 2,200
compared to $5,909,100.
Whether or not the legislature
will accept King's
recommendations is questionable.
In tbe past the budget for the
state has been largely prepared by
the powerful joint Legislative
Finance Committee,
Usurp Power
The LFC has been, and
continues to be, extremely jealous
of the power it wields over state
finances. Indeed, when King
announced last year that he would
prepare an executive budget
several members of the LFC
complained that the governor was
attempting to usurp their power.
When King pointe(\ out,
however, that a law passed in
1956 requied the chief executive
to submit a budget proposal,
committee chairman Rep. John
Mershon (D-Otero) said the LFC
would accept the governor's
suggestions but would continue to
prepare their own budget. Until
King announced he would submit
an executive budget the law
requiring· sucl1 .o;ubmission had
been largely ignored.

David Norvell
Attorney General

Tom Rutherford
Coordinator

450 Young New Mexicans Approve 28 Resolutions

Weaver said other reasons for the late
grade reports were the change in the school
calendar, and the low number of staff work
days due to holiday;; immediately following
the semester's end.

Zimmerman Library's business
history collection contains .records
of the first National Bank of
Santa Fe, ,1871-1926; the Ilfeld
Co., 1865·1907; Gross, Kelly &
Co,, 1880·1940; Bond & Son,
Inc., 1900-1940; and several
SANTA FE- Gov. Bruce King
others.
will recommend to the legislature
1111111111 11111111 Hiill II hllliiilllilliiiilli illliihlllil ilillllllll'i111iilillliltmlli' that the state spend over $161
million next year on higher
education. This compares to $149
OPEN 24 HOURS
million for the 1971-72 school
year.
The figures are part of a total
ial-%l-~oroS3 op~
recommended budget prepared by
.J
King of over $610 million. Of tbat
Call after 7 pm for
total $290 million will come from
following days reading
the state's general fund with the
remainder
coming from other
Aries . • . 266-2606 (Mar. 21·Apr. 20)
state
funds,
federal funds,
Taurus .... 2662488 (Apr. 21-May 20)
proceeds
from
bond
issues, etc.
Gemlnl . 266·2425 (May 21-June 20)
$3 Million Increase
Can(or ... 266·2421 (June 21-July 20)
0 f the funds earmarked for
lea .•.... 266-2110 (July 21-Aug. 21)
higher education UNM would
Virgo , .. 266·2040 (Aug, 22-5ept. 22}
receive $23,356,000 from general
Libra .. , 266-2011 (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
fund appropriations and a total
Scorpio 266-2005 (Oct, 23-N<>v. 22}
recommended budget of
Sagittarlvs 266-2001 (Nov. 23-Dec. 20)
$83,54 7 ,200. The general fund
Capri(orn .266-1990 (D"'. 21-Je~n. 19)
appropriation is only slightly less
Aquarius .. ').66-2707 (Jon. 20-Feb. 1!1)
than what is being recommended
Pisces ... 266-2679 (feb. 19·Mar. 20)
by the Board of Educational
Finance but is nearly $5 million
For information about
less than requested by the
266·0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym
~-:;~_._~·
~4Y- ~-:--•:·)>lo,-~-..~"""="'"~-'-"M.,..s.)';..,~- :-.--~~
- _:~;.~",-..~~-'-':('-";.",_' _;
advertising call at 2745
University.
Even at that, however, King's
~ ~.:EC.<>~-x'X ~:IF[-·~:
·~~
San Moteo, NE or 266-2665
recommendation is nearly $3
million more than UN.M received
for 19'11-72.
..
.
King's other recommendations
for state supported universities, all
of them lower than BEF
recommendations, include:
New Mexico State
$14,432,000.
Eastern~ $4,801,000.
Highlands- $2,301,000.
N.M. Institute of Mining and
Technology - $2,301,000.
N.M. Military Institute$373,000.
Western- $1,7 52,000.
UNM Breakdown
Included in King's
recommendations for UNM are

~·

..
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Hansen to Propose 200 Units

Limited Access to Union Considered

Married Housing Plan Approved
Married students who have
Pl'oblems finding dect>nt housing
near the University may have
some relief next spl'ing.
Relief may come after a
committee established by the
Regents last December has studied
the problem, The copunittel' is
expected to push for construction
of housing units for marri('d
students to begin this summer.
The committee, which was
created in December at tlw last
regents meeting, consists of Calvin
Horn, president of the regents;
Cyrena Mapel, regent; Arturo
Ortega, regent; Karen Glazer, dean
of students; John Perovich, vice
president for finance, ol' Van
Dorn Hooker, University
architect; and two students to be
named by the GSA president and
the ASUNM president. Burt Han·
sen, GSApresident, has appointed
himself to the committee but Ken
White, ASUNM president, has not
appointed anyone to tht;\
committee at this time.
Hansen will J?ropose to the
committee that 200 units be
constructed. A recent survey
which the GSA office undertook
shows there is a definite need for
the units.

All '1700 of the married
st\ldents were sent :1
questionnaire. Of those only the
fh·sl 1000 retumed have been
tabulated but the results are
st:wtling: 297 stati:'d that they ;ue
not satisfied with their present
a~;"commodations and 3\H of those
t;.\llit.>d dl'i'inill'lr said they would
be intN('Slt>d in occ\lpying tlw
proposl'd housing. If this number
w~'n' t'~p<~ndt'rl to t)\'l'l' "iOOO
marrit'd studt'nts it Wm\ld mean
1800 req1wsts t\) oec\\PY the 200
pr\lposed units.
The sitl' for the 200 units is
southeast of tlw University on
Buena Vista, within walking
distance of the campus. Although
this project is an experiment,
Hansen hopes to see the
University take on more such
projects in the future,
''This project is larger than it
looks on paper, By building these
units we can stl,\rt shl.\king those
slum lords, some of whom are
faculty members, forcing them to
drop their rents and keep their .
units up, I can say this now
because I am almost at the end of
my term," he said.
"I prefer to use the term slum
lord because
is in fact what

Jan. 26 Hearing to Seek Student Opini·on

they qre. J think this project will
help to improve hou:;ing
conditions in the area in gener<~L"
Anothet• sutovey taken by the
Albuquerque :Soard of Realtors
for the regents has not b11en
compiled at this time, according
lo Walter Williams, president of
the Board.
"Tlw questionnaire has been
tabulated but I haven't had the
time to put it into a report to
present to the regents, Right now
its just a bunch of figures without
much meaning," he said, ·
The survey the realtors board
took was concerned with the price
range and tyJ?eS of units available
to University students.
The GSA survey was concerned
with the attitude of the students
and their views of the housing
situation.
When both survllys are
completed the two will be given
to the regents for their study as to
whether or not 200 units nrc
necessary and the price range that
should be placed on them,

L

Bert Hanse11

Poll Tally Backs Student Regent
ASUNM Survey Shows 32% Dem., 26o/o Rep.

SELECTED

Wool Outer Shirts
S Sweaters 25% off

lobo

MENS SHOP
2120

Central SE

An overwhelming 85 per cent
of students polled by the ASUNM
Statistics and Research
Committee favor a student
member on the UNM Board of
Regents.
Results of the poll, which
surveyed 1200 UNM students and
covered 69 questions, were
released by the committee in
mid-December. Purpose of the
survey was to obtain an idea of
general student sentiment on
issues affecting them at UNM.

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enroll in Bible
Call265-4312

BIBLE COURSES FOR SPRING
Bible 2321 Acts to Revelations, Meets Wed. night

Cecil Glines, director of the
committee, said the poll would be
used by student government
leaders in determining policy.
One·Y car Term
Almost 70 per cent of the
survey sample favored a voting
student member on the Regents
board and about 65 per cent of
the students want the student
elected by the UNM student body
at large, a proposal OJ?J?osed by
some student government
officials. ln addition, the survey
reveals that 63 per cent want only
a one-year term for the student
member of the Regents,
Political hopefuls might find
interesting other results of the
J?Oll. Of the sample contacted, 73
per cent are registered voters, with
32 per cent Democrat, 26 per cent
RcJ?ublican, and 17 per cent
listing themselves as independent.
More than 67 per cent said
politicians were not receptive to
student opinion~
The survey uncovered the fact
that a full one-quarter of UNM
students sampled finance their
own education by working part
time, with another 10 per cent
working full time to put
themselves through school. The
Gl Bill helps 10 per cent, a spouse
working assists another 8 per cent,
and J?arents provide main help for
25 percent.
Almost 40 per cent of the

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
FOREVER FOREVER . • •

Bible 2322 Job to Malachi, Meets Tues. night
Bible 3359 Gospel of John, Meets Mon., Wed. Afternoon
Greek 1412 New Testament Greek for Beginners
to be announced (Prerequisite: Greek
1411)

are
for

Credit-All courses for full credit
Fccs-55.00 per course
Rch>istration-At Christian Studem Center or at first class meeting
•

Eight Reasons for Enrolling
I. To enrich my understanding of God's word.
2. To strengthen my faith as a Christian.
3. 'fo understand my role as a sen ant of God.
·1. To understand the 'aluc of my soul.
:i. To obtnin the proper philosophy of life.
6. To baJahcc my academic development.
•
i. To u,;c my electives where they count must.
S. 'I o set a good example for others to folio\\',

NOWJ

,
1:•

,.,

'I

-"-'

·--~
CHRISTIA:--i STUDENT CENTER
180 GntARD

NE

Easiest of
terms

students in the J?Oll (lever attend a
football game; 43 per cent never
listen to the camJ?US radio station,
KUNM; more than 45 per cent
never attend a speaker
presentation; substantially more
than one-third never attend a
basketball game; and 62 per cent
of those answering either yes or
no said that the ASUNM Senate
was not allocating money
appropriately. However, 71 per
cent of students answering yes or
no to the question did not want
to be a committee member of
ASUNM Senate.
Parking questions brought
other problems to the forefront.
More than a quartm· of the sample
wanted free car parking, almost a
quarter want car and shuttle bus
systems, 12 per cent desire a city
bus system, and more than 20 per
cent want bicycles as primary
mode of campus transportation.
More than half the students
polled were not familiar with
Studept Standards (the
disciplinary arm of the student
government), ASUNM Court,
Academic Freedom, employe
grievance procedures, or the
dormitory or Greek boards.
However, AGORA, the self-help
student counseling center, rated
high marks as more than 80 per
cent of the students knew about
it, knew its purpose, and almost
half would make use of it if
needed.

Divine's Lecture
First in Series
Harvey Cox, head of the
Harvard Divinity School, wiU lead
off the Semester 1I speakers series.
Cox will speak on "Christ the
Clown: Faith as Radical
Comedy," next Monday night at 8
in Keller Halt
Cox is one of eleven speakers
lined up for this semester.
Other speakers include:
Raymond Jorgensen, expert on
Latin American political affairs,
Feb. 3; Paolo Soleri, architect,
Feb. 10; Alan Watts, 'philosopher,
Feb. 17; Robin Morgan,
revolutionary feminist, Feb. 23;
and David Harris, pacifist and
author, March 7.
Also, . Bobby Seale, Black
Panther Party chairman, March
17; Vine Deloria, Americart Indian
author, March 21; Adelle Davis
nutritionist, April 13; and Dennis
Sullivan, AJ?ril 20.
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a series of problems associated
with their building: pr.oblems
ranging from drugs and brawls to
shootings 11nd 11rmed robbery.
Union Board Chairman Ray
Schowers took issue with the
proposal's haste but not its intent
when he said he was not against
closing the building. "But at this
time we are making a mistake
because the students have not
been able to give any input on this
?articular item." He added if the
administration felt it was
imperative the building be closed,
"let them do it."
Clarified
Union :Soard member Charlie
Hickam moved the proposal be
sent back to committee, The
motion was seconded and passed
with Burge presenting the lone
dissenting vote.
The proposal was sent back to
be redefined and clarified, with a
report to be presented to the
Union Board. The report will be
made public late this month and is
expected to be a documentation
of the drug problem and will
focus special attention on five
alternatives the Board will
consider regarding the building's
accessability.
The five alternatives are·
essentially: 1. Maintaining the
status quo; 2. Remove e~isting
controls; 3. ID check after 3 p.m.;
•!. A 24 hour ID check; (i.
Complete 24 hour closure.
Self Policing
Burge said these alternatives are
subject to "certain
modifications." He said, "if the
student body wants to take it
upon themselves to more or less
J?olice the building there wouldn't
be a noed for any of the
proposals."
Closing or restricting the access
to the Union or maintaining the
status quo will be the alternatives
the Board will consider at its next
meeting. The open hearing
scheduled for Jan, 26 was
designed to give students an
opportunity to express their
opinions on possible closure of
the building.
But closing the Union is a
problem more comple~ than it
appears. At the emergency
meeting on Dec. 22 the Board
took an important step reversing
an earlier position and decided to
nrm the corn.pus policemen all day
An 11 year employe of the long. Previously the police had
University was killed Monday by a been unarmed in the building,
New Mexico Union bowling alley then armed after 4 p.m. Tbe
pin setter.
Joe Louis Chavez, 36, sustained Board armed the policemen
fatal head injuries when he was because morale was described as
apparently caught in the being at an all time low,
contributing to Union pra!Jiems.
machinery, located in the
Hasty Action
basement of the Union behind the
Another issue is whether ol' not
bowling alleys.
students will be properly
Chavez of 318 Osuna Rd. NW represented should the Board
was rushed to Bernalillo County decide to restrict access to the
Medical Center shortly after he Union. One of the major
was found where he was
pronounced dead.
His working day began at 6:30
Hand Crafted Jewelry
a.m. His body was found by
Gold and Sterling
Joseph Maingi, a student of UNM
CABOCHO.:'\S
who is employed part time in the
:FACETED STO:-:ES, l\HNERALS
Union.
The cause of death is unknown
B & B LAPIDARY
at this time pending the findiPgs
328 SAN FlLll'E NW
247-2513 ,
of an autopsy.
'

By MARK SANCHEZ
Tlle situation is damned if you
do, damned if you don't, But the
Union Board has had to come to
grips with the possibility of
restricting access to the New
Mexico Union.
Limiting access to the Union
will be discussed on Jan. 26 from
noon to 5 p.m. at an open hearing
conducted by the Union's
Operations and Pwccdurcs
Committee.
The hearing is to allow
members of the academic
commup.ity to present opinions
on a proJ?osal submitted to the
Union Board which would close
the building to everyone except
students, faculty and staff with
proper identification,
Drugs
A proJ?osal to restrict acce5s to
the building was first presented to
the Board by Operations and
Procedures Committee Chairman
Don Burge at an emergency
meeting Dec, 22.
Burge cited the increal;ing drug
J?roblem as the primary reason for
limiting access to the building.
Hard narcotics are available in the
Union, he said.
But the Operations and
Procedures Committee Chairman
met a roadblock when he
presented his proposal to the
Union Board. A number of people
from tho community attended the
emergency session having received
word about it from various media.
Their response was anger at what
appeared to them as a hastily
called meeting, designed to "pull
the wool over student eyes."
Freedom
The minutes of the meeting list
response from the gallery as, "a
person present in the gallery said
he thought the closing of the
building would be a violation of
one's freedoms."
Burge supported his proposal
with a report from the University
of Oregon and based a number of
his recommendations on that
report, citing the similarity of
problems encountered at both
schools.
The Oregon report documented

Union Employe·
Killed Monday

PLACEMENT CENTER
On-Campus Interviews

Session No. 7
Sign Up Date-January 24
Jdnuary 31
February 8
U.S. National Oceanic & Atmos. Admin, long Beach Naval Shipyard!
North American Rockwell
Sears Roebuck & Company
Strat. Communications Command
R. J. Reynolds
February 1
Upjohn Company
Burroughs Wellcome
North American Rockwell
February 9
Salt River f'roje~t
February 2
Paclfk Gas & Electric
Chic(lgo Bridge & I ron
U.S. International University
(Graduate Schaal)
Fairchild Camer(l & Instrument
U.S. Office of Education
Walgreen Drugs
February 3
General Servites Admin,
February 10
Chicago Bridge & Iron
February 7
Atchison, Topeka & Santo Fe Railway February 11
Social Security Admin.
Ford Motor Credit Co.

criticisms of the Board at the Dec.
22 emergency meeting was the
apparent haste in calling the
meeting and presenting a proJ?osal
which students had for the most
part been un<~Ware of, Harold
Lavender, vice president for
student affairs said, "the reason
for the apJ?carance of haste was
because I was just getting into the
act as Director of the Union,"
The building itself has been a
nigHtmare for the management.
Three directors In the last two
years have taken a hand in
managing a building that has
become an all too often
unpleasa,nt place for students to
go and one of the J?rime concerns
of the Board of Regents.
UNM !ldministration officials as
agents of the Board of Regents,
11re interested in the solution of
the Union's problems and have
the power to close the Union or
restrict access to it without the
Union Board's decision. Lavender
notes, however, "It isn't likely we
would do it without support of
the Union Board."
Burned Down
Drugs- hard drugs- and
I i mit ed facilities are what the
Union problem is all about as far
as the proposals the Operations
and Procedures Committee will
present, Burge said the report
won't be made public until late
January but said part of the
information gathered from law
enforcement agencies "indicates
the Union is, if not the biggest,
one of the biggest centers for
disJ?ensing drugs in Albuquerque.
Not only for the pusher, selling,
but also as a drop where the
supplier can pick up a large

shipment."
Lavender said he would like to
see the drug incidents "exJ?osed as
nunor or stop the traffic."
Most are in agreement a new
policy for the Union is needed if
for no other reason than to relieve
the strain on the already taxed
facilities. The problem is what

solution? At the Dec, 22
emergency meeting of the Union
Board Doug Nance, a University
of Albuquerque student, pointed
out the University of Te~as ha,d
closed their Union and it was
burned two weeks l<~ter. Schowers
commented that may be a
solution to the problem.
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Sandwiches

~

Different
Mon-Sat

~~ ::J~~:
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1600 Central SE
842-6736

Villa
Hair Designs for Men
Expert Straighting
Coloring and
Regular Hair Cuts

Specializing in
THE NATURAL CUT

Ron Cisneros

far appointment:
call 255-3279

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in t'une-ups
brakes, air conditioning
&: expert welding

107 Washington S.E.

}REE :PICKUP & DELIVERY

Telephone 255-3279

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service

Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

save 30.08

stereo cartridge,
high trackability

Di•~~~~~-.19

0

87

Designed to consistently and
effectively track all grooves
of today's recordings at
light, record-saving pressures.

Ampex cartridge

Ampex reel tape
1800 feet of
mylar tape on
open reel. Ampex
Shamrock.

Our-Reg, low

Discount Price

1.69

99¢

BELLAS HESS

Our Reg. Low
Discount Price
2.29

64-minute blank
8-track cartridge for true
tone recording.

1.48

3821 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

Albuquerque, N.M.

Monday thru Friday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday 9 a,m.-9 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m.-6p.m.

Subject to chonge-contacl the Placement Center for latest information.
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Serious problems are what people generally don't know what to do·
AGORA is a serious enterprise and s() its people take serious people and
their problems seriously. Wc are open most hours of the day now. We'll
be 11wake 24 hours every day this coming semester.
NW Co]:ncr Mesa Vista Hail. 277-3013.

NON-CREDIT CASSES
offered by the University of New Mexico

Division of Continuing Education
include:
Adobe-Build·lt-YourseU
Pllintinl!', Oil
Airline Tranaport Pilot Ratln!l'
PAinting, OrlenW Brush
Instrument Ground S~bool Course
Painting: Wateroolor, Beglnnlnf!
Private and Refresher Ground School
Philosophy: ContemporarY Problelll11
Course
Photography I, Beginning
The Story ot Albuquerque
Photography IJ, Darkroom Tcehnlques
Dugines• English
Physical Fitness Program for Adults
Businros Machines
Paycho-Cybcrnetles
:r-;lementary Ceramics
Sculptur<l
Certified l'ro!essionn.l Secretary RevieW BeGinning Sewing
Intermediate Sewi~R"
Chinroc Language nnd Literature
Low CAloric Cooking & Weight
Advnuecd Sewing: Tailoring
lleduetlon
Sewing With Knit and Stretch Fabrics
Gourmet Cooking for Men Only
ABC Shorthnnd1 Beginning
C-ooklnoe !or the Now H<l<ltess
Shorthand, Il<'!t1nnlnll'
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
Spnnlsh Rcndin~t Course
Cra!tn: Stitchery (Creative Embroldccy) B<'ldnning Spnnieh
Intermedlntc Spanish
Crn[tg for liomc Dc<:Ornt!on nnd Gift
IdeM
Advnneed Spnnlah 1
Crafw: Strictly Flowers
Advnnecd Spanish li
Creative Writing: Fiction
Advn,red Sunnlsh Conversation
Crrnt!Yc l'roblcm Solving:
.
Speed Read log
Study Skllls
Crcotlvltv-<:holcc or Chanec7
Da!>cing (Beginninl,'!l lnternntlonnl Folk Supervisory Development I
Danclnr.": Modern Dnllroom Dancing
Trnvel: Student Travel In Europe
Drnwlnll', Freehand
Trnvd: Europonn Trn.,.cl !or Adults
Hn.Gii" E!~f.rnnb
Tyr.ewri~~~n', B~z;hminf!"
· l~ngll:ih 11) (English Ucvlcvt)
Typt>writ!ng, Intcrmed!ntc
I•'rrneh, Beginning Conven~atlonnl
A Weaving Windfall
French, Conversational II
Wehling, Acetylene
Gnrden!ng for Spring nnd Iummer
Welding, Electric
G(lrmnn·: ll('g'innim: Conversntionnl
Woodworking
Gennnn: Int~rmedlntc Convoraational
An I~troduetion to Yoga
Golf
Continuing Yov.a
GrnnbonnnlyBls (Hnndwrltlng Ana.lyo!s} CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
Data ProeCSIJing
Gr<'at Declaions in Forel1111 Af!nirs
Great DccMOil!l Program
Real Estate
Guitar
Small nosiness Jl!nnpgemcnt
HlotorY ot New MeJI'Ico nnd the
Social Service Teclmlclnn
Southwcot (18~1-Present)
Busin<s.!l Syatem~ I
You, Your Home, nnd the
RPG Pro~rrammmg
Pro!<S!>ionn! Designer
COBOL Programming
Business Syatenll! ll
.Tewdry Makin~r
Llwrntur.: nridGing th~
COBOL Workehop
"Generntlon Gnp"
Rcnl F.state Sales TI>Chnlques
Ll!era!ure: Science Fldlon
Rent Estat" Exchanging
Literature: Southwestern
Gave~nmcnt Laws Relntin!l' to Real
Llternturc: Themos on Loneliness
Property
Llternf.Ure: Wnrn Throughout History
Real Estnte Law
Mn.crame (Creative KnottinG)
Income Tnx tor the SmaU Dmlness
Lnbor·Mnnngement Relntion•
Mnlh 010
Mnth 020 CB""lc Algebra)
Mnrkctin!l'
Math: Modem Math for Parents
Advertising
Mnth: Dn•ic Bwlness Arithmetic
Cnocwork, Group Work. Community
Memory Trnlning
Omnnlmtlon
Mlnernlogy
Soclnl Legislation
1\lusic Today
llladern Social Servkos 'l'eclmiques
Painting, Doglnning

TilE ENGLISli CIRCI,E-for speakers of other languages. This
is a morning gathering for adults who want to improve their
English conversational and writing skills for daily life, social
affairs, and college study.
Wednesday and Saturday, 9:30-11:00 a.m. International Studertt
Center
J.>IIILOSOP1IY & RELIGION OF THE ORIENT
Mr. Stone has lived at three Indian Ashrams, two Zen Buddhist
Temple-Monasteries, the Tenrikyo Kotoku Church community,
etc. He hopes to bring some of the Oriental equanimity to stu~
dents, so that they may achieve Se!jaku, that is, Stillness in
Activity.
STOCK MARKET: MECHANICS AND TECHNIQUES
The cout•se will proceed from the question "What is a Common
Stock?" nll thl\ way to discussion of advanced techniques used
by :B'ttnds and lnstitutins. Suitable for beginners and professionals
nlike.

ror course description, fees, times, etc. pick-up a Community College bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the
Northwest corner of Lomas at Yale (805 Yolo NE) or cal\277-2215
or 277-2931
l'ngc 20
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More Cash on Way But
Two FB Coaches Resign

•'''1

.;

to conect an injury suffered
Lobo freshman football team next against Utah Nov, 6, Defensive
season if he had stayed on the job. buck Bruce Markham was also lost
Bu~ an NCAA conwntion just
after the turn of the new year for the season after suffering a
came out with a controversial but knee injury.
Feldman reportedly will have
positive votE) in favor of allowi.ng the
means next year to
freshmen to compete on a vars1ty compensate
for his player loss
level in all major college sports
through
graduation,
however,
programs. The new :uUng, whi~h because of the increase
in
gives freshmen· VAtS! ty status l11
schohwships
for
his
camp.
football and basketball, i~ in
Scrimmaging Aid
effect beginning Aug. 1. ·
He
said
earlier in the season
This makes the position of
freshman coach relatively that a team such as Arizona State
was understandably better in
obsolete.
some ways since, with more
Replacement Faced
Now that Feldman has decided scholarship players, the team
to remain at UNM and continue could afford to scrimmage "live"
to build the grid fortunes the more often.
Although Long and scatback
Lobos have experienced since
Nate
McCall, consistently one of
their· drAstic three· year stretch in
the
best
ground gainers at UNM in
the mid-60's, he is faced with the
replacement of two assistant recent years, leave the Lobo
coaches and many players who backfield, Fred Henry and Rich
have left the team, mat1y by 0 iller are returning lettermen,
Henry at the halfback position
graduation.
Some of the Lobos who left by became the only Lobo to ever
gradtlation received some post gain more than 1000 yards in a
season honors, and one, offensive single season with a 1016-yard
tackle John Shipkowski, showing in 1971.
Diller, who will be a junior next
competed in a post- season all·
year,
probably will not be the
sta:r bowl game.
Guards Tom Walker and Brad only underclassman in the starting
Bramer (see Lobo, Nov. 5) were backfield.
Thoma:; Pinpoint QB
JistP.d as all· WAC competitors, as
Lewis
Thomas, a tall Clovis
was quarterback Rocky Long,
who also received honorable native whe spent his freshman
ment.ion all·American. Walker year at the UCLA football camp,
joined Long on the honorable has joined the team at UNM as a
mention A·A list. Center Tad quarterback. Thomas proved to be
Klein, also honored in the post· an accurate passer for Clovis high
school and the UCLA frosh team,
season voting, also graduated.
Preliminary conjecture would
Seniors Leave Early
Some of the seniors lost by point to the Lobos' coming out
graduation from the dcfenisve with a strong passing attack next
platoon were really lost long year, which may or may not
:require a change from the
before the season ended,
Middle linebacker Houston Wishbone-Y offense the Lobos
Ross sustained a broken leg used this fall.
Some of the aforementioned
against Arizona State in UNM's
and others, soccer· style
sixth game of the season, while seniors,
placekicker
Joe Hartshorne, to
outside linebacker Cliff Archer
saw only limited action during the name one, are waiting :for the
year. Defensive tackle Rob Winter professional football draft which
occur soon.
underwent knee surgery recently willLast
year, defensive tackle
Rodney Wallace and fullback Sam
Scarber were the only Lobos who
graduated into professional
football. Wallace just completed
the season with the Super Bowl
champions Dallas Cowboys, while
Scarber finished his first season in
Missed Our Dec. Sale, WeAre
Car.tadian ball in November.

By ROGER RUVOLO
Things have been fairly busy
around the UNM football camp
over the Christmas I semester
break. Two assistant coaches have
tendered their resignations, and
another, head football coach
Rudy Feldman, almost left New
Mexico to become head coach at
Baylor.
Feldman said he first heard
from Baylor after UNM's 49·14
win over the University of
Wyoming on Nov, 20. About
three weeks later, the last of
which was described by Feldman
as one of much pressure, he
accepted the post at Baylor.
A day earlier, assistant coach
Leon Fuller had resigned his post
from UNM, and, after Feldman's
announcement that he planned to
go to Baylor, entered his name as
a candidate for Feldman's
replacement. But .Feldman
decided not to go to Baylor after
all, saying that he was under a lot
of pressure and had not had
adequate time to consider his
actions.
Raises Asked
About two weeks ago UNM
Regent Calvin Horn disclosed
some information regarding
Feldman's decision to remain at
UNM. Apparently Feldmllllfiaa
asked for some salary raises for
himself and his staff, additional
~cholarships, and the idea of
establishing a separate department
for football was also thrown
around.
The pay raises (totaling about
$10,000) were secured, five more
scholarships were guaranteed,
with others being checked into,
but the separate department idea
met with death- for now.
Sloan Resigns
Horn's disclosures came about
ten days ago, about a week after
defensive line coach Gary Sloan
resigned.
Sloan reportedly would have
been assigned as coach of the
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Sony330 R-R
Cossette Recorder
350-D Tape Deck
Teac A-25 Cassette
Recorder w/spkrs
Ampex 755-A Tape Deck
Stereo Receiver
Sanyo 2500 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
Sanyo 1400 S~ereo
Amp 20/20 RMS
Sanyo 1400 AM/~M
Stereo Tuner
Sanyo 1700 4-challnel
AMP·Decoder
Sherwood S-7500 AM/FM
Stereo Receivers
Scott 386 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
Sony HP 480 Compact
Stereo System
Sylvania Stereo Cenfer
w/spkrs
Sanyo Manual/Auto
Turntable
Garrard Manual Turntable
Whorfdale W-35 Spkrs
Aztec Gougirl IV Spkrs
Maximus KJV Spkrs
Superex SST Headphones
Cable Headphones

Sell

349.95

279.95

189.95
279.95

169.95
249,9,5

249.95
239.95
189.95

2_19.95
169.95
139.95

169.95

119.95

154.95

109.95

199.95

139.95

339.95

279.95

389.95

269.95

319.95

199.95

600.00

275.00

1.54.95

119.95

USED
82.00
229.95
16S.OOea
39.95
39.95

20.00
55.00
199.95
125.00
29.95
19.95

Plu~ unlisted specials

&he c5terf'h9!Jen~
109 CARLISLE N.E. · ,.

268-3966
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EXPERT .•••

ADVICE

Clill's Nates are written with
you in mind. The expert
scholars who preJ)are them
know what you need to help
you understand the toughest
literary wotks. They analyze
characters, discuss
underlying meanings,
interpret. explain -all w1th a
view toward helping you get
mo1e than JUSt a grade out of
literature courses. Tilles
available nnw cover nearly
200 frequently assigned plays
and novels.
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Get Them Wherever
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NEW Ml!:XlCO LOBO
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Jan.19
Doane
atUNM

Jim
Pensicro
UNM (14)

Don
Burge
UNM (17)

Mark
Sanchez
UNM (21)

Roger
Ruvolo
UNM (20)

,Jan. 20
Utah at
Utah St.

usu (7)

usu (6)

usu (8)

usu (8)

Jan. 22
CSU at
Wyoming

cs.u (3)

csu (13)

csu (10)

csu (3)

No. Ariz.
at Ariz.

Ari. (6)

Ari. (5)

Ari. (15)

Ari. (10)

ASUat
San Diego St.

ASU (5)

ASU (3)

SDS (7)

ASU (6)

Utah St.
atBYU

BYU (10)

BYU (13)

BYU (10)

BYU (13)

UNMat
St. Louis

UNM (3)

St. L. (7)

St. L. (5)

UNM (1)

Stanford
at vtah

Ut11h (6)

Utah (8)

Utah (10)

Utah (7)

Jan. 24
L.A. St.
at ASU

ASU (10)

ASU (12)

ASU (16)

ASU (8)

Athletes in
Action at BYU

BYU (20)

BYU (28)

BYU (45)

BYU (6)

Creighton
at Wyoming

Wyo. (8)

Wyo. (4)

Wyo. (11}

Wyo. (7)

•

World Standards Beaten
At Tracl< and Field Meet
,A record crowd oC over 10,000
people was on hand at
Albuquerque's Tingley Coliseum
for the ninth annual Jaycee
Invitational Indoo~ track meet
Jan. 15, which traditionally
produces a couple of world record
efforts out of its ranks of
competitors each year,
Without wanting this year to be
any exception, Kathy Gibbons,
who later was named the women's
most outst;mding athlete of' the
meet, broke the world record in
the indoor 1000-yard run,
Another girl, teenager Carol
Hudson of ·Albuquerque's
Highland high school, bettered the
American mark in the 600-yard
run, Hudson might compete in the
Olympics next summer.
AI Feuerbach, one of the only
shotputters in the world to beat
Olympic gold m!!dalist Rnndy
Matson, ·did it again, missing his
own wodd indoor mark of 68·11
by just half an inch. Meanwhile
Matson, the only man to ever
throw the 16-pound ball over 70
feet was disgusted with his

respectable 67- foot· plus throw.
Feuerbach, who had three
throws of over 68 feet, was named
the men's most outstanding
athlete of the meet.
Mike Wedman of the University
of Colorado, considered a top
contender for the decathlon in the
Olympics this year, won the pole
vault, clearing 17 feet. He had to
beat a Scandinavian· named
Langerquist to do it, however, on
fewer misses, as both men failed
to clear 17-4V., the next height.
Kipchoge Keino of Nairobi,
Kenya, made an appearance in
Albuquerque for the John Baker
Memorial mile run, whicn he won
handily in the fastest mile ever
officially rut: in New Mexico.
Kieno is a runner of outstanding
stamina, and was timed well ahead
of the rest of the, field in 4:04.

Tomasson Published

Richard Tomasson, chairman of
UNM department of sociology,
will publish an article, " 'Iceland
on the Brain', or 19th Century
Travelers to Iceland" in
cc
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. Wrestlers Return from Coast;
Resume League Meets Saturday

JANUARY CLEARANCE
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Justin Case You
Going To Repeat for Jan.
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Lobo .'P.icks

~:-;

The UNM Lobo wrestling team
will be back in Albuquerque to
resume thdr WAC campaign
against Colorado State Saturday
night after an extended visit to
the west coast which no doubt
garnered some experience for the
grapplers of Lobo head coach Ron
Jacobsen.
Jacobsen's recruiting went well
before the start of the season
until, as Jacobsen said "it was
time for everyone to show up on
campus."
The Lobos sorely needed depth
and experience in some weight
classes, while others have capable
returnees,
After wins over Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff and Fort
Lewis College at home.
(sandwiched around a moderately
poor showing at the Arizona
Invitational in Tucson), the Lobos
beat Wisconsin State (at
LaCrosse),
Then began the WAC campaign,
beginning with the University of
Wyoming in Albuquerque, in a
meet which the Lobos won. The
Lobos also have a meet with
luizona State unrlcr thllir bl)lts.
On Jan. 11 the Lobos left on a
five-day stint on the west coast,

IM Department
Dons Full Slate
This
Semester
The UNM Intramural

playing UCLA, Cal. StateFullerton, Stanford, and
Cal,-Berkeley. They lost the
latter two meets.
Now sporting a 5·2·1 ~ecord
(they tied UCLA 18·1$), the
Lobos play host to the Rams of
Colorado State Saturday night in
Johnson Gym at 7:30p.m.
Only six lettermen returned for
the Rams' 1971-72 campaign,
thus requiring the Rams to turn to
their frosh and junior college
ranks for material. Seasoning and
experience should improve the
Rams, who finished with a 3·10
record in 1970•71.
The Rams, who placed seventh
at the WAC wrestling

championships last year in
Laramie, have but two juniors and
five seniors on the team.
Meanwhile, five sophomores and
16 freshmen are competing for
top spots in their respective
weight classes.
One of the top men for CSU is
Steve Jentzen o£ Ypsilanti, Mich.
Jentzen was runnerup in the
United States Junior World team,
and was third in the U.S.
Federation Junior Tournament.
Heavyweight Dave Campbell
was a California junior college
champion, and 180-pound ~en
Sullens of Fort Collins wrestled
for the all-Marine team while in
the service.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

SELECTED

SHIRTS V2 price
lobo

MENS SHOP
2120 Central

We now have a complete
stock of
Schwinn and Peugeot models
choose yours today

SE

department has a full semester of
recreational offerings for UNM,
with thtee sports, volleyball,
paddleball singles and badminton
doubles beginning Feb. 7 .
The entry date for those three
sports is due on Feb. 1.
Besides the three sports
mentioned above, Hammond
listed five other sports activities
for the month of February and
the first part of March.

THEOLOGY
3 ltrs. credit
Old Testament Studies
A survey-Political a:nd
social background;
Evolution of canon:

Concepts o£ epistemology
and inspiration; Critical
analysis of texts.
l'l:tcc: Canterbury Chnpel

110°lt:HlVLIIE
lHE FAMILY SA1.00ll

425 Univcrsity,N.E.
Iu~ttmtor:

F1·. Ctews,1h:\l

Co.11: S25.00

plus books

Time: 'i'ue. ,'(: ·n,ur.; J:go-:J:oo

Open to all students
Wednesday, January 19, 1972

299·6666
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PIZZA JOYNT

CALL AHEAD FOil

TAKE OUT
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Bob King, using every man he had
agnine.t \Vh'lt.iP~. htpr S'P!: :m-:>thc;·
problem obviate itself before he
could solve the first- tumovers.
The only thing worse than an
inexperienced team that was
always losing the bat! would be a
team that couldn't rebound,
either, but the Lobos handled that
category better than they have in
the last couple of years. Front
liners Darryl Minniefield and Mike
Faulkner have established
themselves as top rebounders in
the area.
Shooting percentage hasn't
been anything to rave about,
either, with the Lobos shooting an
almost half percentage of ,470,

SPEED EQUIPMENT WORLD of Albuquerque
(formerly Notional Speed Center)

High Performance, Racing and custom Equipment
for all cars
256-.2212
3901 Central N.E.

The Grinder Factory
The red, white and green shop across from Yale Park
with the best in Italian sandwiches

Cold Grinders
Regular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vegetarian . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Half.
Genoa Salami
Ham
Tuna . . . . .
Half.
Prosciutto
.
Capocolla . . . .
Half.

..

Hot Grinders
Meatball .
Italjan Sausage .
Half.
Italian Roast ..
Beef
Half.

..

$ .75
$ .75
$ .40
$ .85
$ .85
$ .85
$ .45
$1.10
$1.10
$ .60

$ .95
.$ .95

.$ .50
$1.25
•

f

I

•

t

........

$ .65

I

lllD HARVARD S.E.
266-3232 . \
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106
I
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but after the game against UTEP
tliiiio;<> !vuko:u i.Jdglm:r Ill LillH
aspect.
After the Lobos edged the
downstate rival New Mexico State
in Albuquerque, they travelled to
Las Cruces for a return match.
There they experienced their first
loss of the young season, and fans
began to say they looked a little
more like they were expected
to -lousy.
King said a series with New
Mexico State is abotlt as much of
a physical and emotional drain on
his team as any other series, but
the Lobos rebounded in grnnd
style, beating Oklahoma Christian
College in a squeaker, but beating
them nonetheless, three nights
later, followed by another win,
this one over impressive Texas
Tech.
These two rebound wins after
the Aggie series proved to
Albuquerque fans that the team's
emotional level, led mostly by
Minniefield, was hard to
depreciate, but they didn't prove
that the Lobos were the great
team everyone was hoping for.
The game against St. John's
took care of that.
The Lobo Invitational, which
hosted Creighton, Texas A&M,
and St. John's, turned out to be
__ an exciting,J.wo·day affair, one in
which the Lobos came out for the
second year in a row in second
place.
They beat Texas A&M in the
opening round of play in a pretty
fair match, and led St. John's part
of the way in the championship
match the next night before
finally losing. But the fact that
the Lobos could come from a
10-point deficit minutes before
halftime to an intermission lead
impressed the locals, and the loss
to St. John's was shrouded largely
with optimism anyway. St.
John's, which was ranked at the
time, sustained a couple more
losses on the road and no longer
graces the top ten charts.
It is hard to plan game strategy
for a tournament, especially after
n team just finished one and is
heading for another.
In the Far West Classic at
Portland, the Lobos played three
northwest schools the three nights
they were there, impressed
everyone with a first night win,
and let them back down with two
disappointing losses the next two.
The Lobos boat Oregon 76·61
as Falkner and pointman Tommy

.b
•
1 erat1on.
nda.

Roberts each pttmped in 17
polttLll, Mid .l!iiUllttier pulled down
15 boards.
BuL the next night Llw Lobos
sank all of about three or four
field goals in the second half in
losing to Washington State 60·51,
WSU couldn't shoot much better;'

. 1 has caused a need for security
may be met by dorm
''! which
residents this semester if suitable
~~ male students can be found to act
as nightwatchmen.
Five or six students would
work short shifts during the night

shoo tin!£ onir of >'l!ilrrl~ Pamrrl
Gary Rhoades and. Gl'orge Price
combined for over 40 points as
tho Rams almost hit the century
mark, defeating the hnpless
Wolfpacl\ 93·65. Rebounding
continued to be the bright point
of the Lobo quint, with

;

1
J
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l'holo by Dnvc Urnnds

Harold Little, Senior Wingman
for the Lobo Basketball team
changes his role from "Super•sub"
to that of Superstar. The 6·5
Little has been moved off the
bench to become a starter.
Against UTEP he hit for 20 points
to lead the team.

thus the low score. Oregon State Minniefield leading the way with
washed things up for the Lobes in 16 caroms and 17 points, both
the FWC by drubbing them 81·69, high for the night for the Lobos.
as the Lobos emerged from the
The next night the Lobos were
tourney with a 6·4 overall season a little farther north in Laramie,
campaign.
Wyo., for a match against
Speculators could easily spend nat-so-loud Wyoming. But,
the rest of the season trying to although the victory margin was
figure out the next three Lobo much less than the 28 of the night
games, using countless criteria as before at seven, the Lobos were
stopping off points- home court still on the bottom, 69·62.
At Wyoming, things didn't
advantages, shooting, experience,
height, defense, but whatever the seem so bad. It is not uncommon
reasons the Lobos really displayed for a team to lose all its road
their unpredictability when the games in the WAC, even by as
much as 10 or 12 points. It is a
WAC campaign started.
The Lobos came out of their tough league for road games.
two-game road trip to the Wyoming only won by seven.
northlands with essentially more While Faulkner continued to keep
than just two bad losses - they the rebounding department at par,
found that none of their pre· and the inside people had shooting
edt'!y·season probiems l:lad been problems, arid it was up to
solved, that they were still making Roberts to garner about a fourth
the same mistakes, more or less, of the UNM point production
and the WAC season was upon with 19.
them,
So King decided to reform
Their first stop was in Ft. before his team faced Texas·El
Collins, Colo., for a game against Paso that next week {Jan. 15). He
Colorado State. There, a. l10t - decided to re-align his lineup,

1c
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pat rolling public areas of the
dormitories. One or two students
would be working at any given
'time patrolling all the dorms,
William Bierbaum, director of
auxiliaries and services, described
the reasons for hiring students,
"We would always rather use
students than hire a professional

--k
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Women's Dorm Indicates
Need of More Protection

!r

Little

Student Nightwatchmen

j.-.!
A high inci.dence of burglaries
;p and intruders in the dormitories

Season Record 7-6 Heading Into WAC Home Stretch
All is not lost for the
unpredictable UNM basketball
team, who managed to win only
two of seven games over the
break, and had a four game losing
streak going until they broke it
with a 68·44 win over an
intimidating Texas-El Paso team
Jan. 15 to kick off the WAC
television game of the week.
After winning their first two
games of the season (they
whipped tiny Whittier College in
the season opener, and New
Mexico State three days later), the
Lobos settled into an
unpredictable time.
Initially concerned about his
team's inexperience, head coach

Dorms To Hire Security Aides

.~1

Lobo Basketball Season, Up-Down, Up Again

'>
If

Interviews for the jobs will
begin when dormitory residents
return.
"I've already received three
times as many applications as
there are jobs," he said,

By SUE LANDON
New Program
With 16 entrances and several
Linda Freedman, assistant dean
hundred residents, Hokona ;Hall of students for housing, expressed
exemplifies tho difficulty of hope that the new program of
maintaining security· in the using male students for
dormitories- a difficulty that nightwatchmen will make
was pointed out by several eases dormitories safer.
of exposure and harassment at the
"We're going In heavily behind
hall last semester.
the use of male students, but it
Mary Alice Morell, assistant has always been the responsibility
dean of students at Hokona, said of both male and female residents
the size of the dormitory plus Jack to report intruders."
of security cooperation by
However, the area of most
students makes intrusions in
disturbances couldn't be patrolled
Hokona inevitable.
"We always have a security by the student nighwatchman:
problem in Hokona because of its "The bathroom~ are the points of
size- residents can't recognize major concern because, since the
who does and doesn't belong bathrooms are public, oven the
here," she said. "But the heart of sensible girl can't guard against
the problem is that no one intruders," Morell said.
questions anyone and no one
Older Men
reports intruders unm it's too late
She noted there had been
to catch them."
several exposures by older men in
No Reporting
the women's bathrooms, saying,
Citing specific examples, Morell "A girl in the tub saw an old man
told of a man trying to go into a in the bathroom, but of course
female resident's room one night: she didn't report it until after he
"The girl reported that someone had showed up there agai'n a half
was trying to get in her room. We hour later. Also, most incidents
found the man and escorted him involve older men between 30 and
off campus. But we later found 40. But we have many graduate
out that he had walked in on a girl students in the dormitory, so we
taking a shower shortly before. can't be suspect of all older men."
We should ha'l'e had him arrested
Morell said part of the security
but no one took the trouble to
report the shower incident- problem is that residents are not
much of our problem in naturally suspect of anyone, "One
maintaining security is finding out man walked into two girls' room.
The girls weren't suspicious; they
when disturbanres occur."
Morell emphasized the need for just talked to him. But he got
student help, saying, "There's no belligerent and wouldn't leave.
solution to dorm security that Then the girls got upset and called
doesn't necessitate resident help. us," she said.
Once they decide to cooperate the
''I don't like to make the
incidents will drop drastically. residents paranoid, but the more
However, most students forget freedom they have in the dorms,
that the hallways are public; they the less security they will ha'l'e,"
don't even lock their doors."
she said.

security service, but this plan will
only be carried out if suitable,
mature students can be found."
"In having students patrol the
dorms we would have a peer
group dealing with their own
members," he said. "Students can
idGntify with the guy down the
hall who may be· making
trouble- a student pakolman
might more easily prevent
problems before they occur."
Bierbaum said dorm problems
included stealing and intrusions
by outsiders, "There's been a
considerable increase in trouble in
the dorms. A lot of people crash
in the dorms and won't leave, and
there are a lot of rip offs, We need
some degree of security."
He noted that students would
"serve as the eyes and ears of the
law. The arm of the law will still
be the campus police, There will
be no need to arm tho students,
but we do want them to talk with
the police to find out what police
do."
Jack Cairns, director of campus
security, said the use of students
will not end the part the police
play in dormitory disturbances,
"The students will not be
campus policemen," Cairns said.
'·'We will not relinquish our part in
campus security, but we would
like to communicate with the
patrollers to tmd out what is
going on. I don't know now
exactly how we will train the
stu dents."
At present, Bierbaum plans to
have one or two students at a time
patrol the dorms dudng the night.
They will work during a nine hour
period, but Bierbaum declined to
say at what time they would begin
patrolling.
•
"I hesitate to say when during
the night they will be patrolling,
because that would be inviting
trouble when the patrollers are
not on duty."
Bierbaum noted the patrollers
will be made identifiable by arm
bands and will patrol public areas
in the building.

''Selection of the five or six
patrollers will be based on
personal. interviews and testing.
For these security jobs we will
utilize mature- maturestudents."

Sound Experience
1820 Lomas NE
on the North Campus
Featuring:
• Records at the right pri~e
• jewelryatyourprice
• and leather at a reasonable price

Just think:
Chicago at Carnegie only $8.40
Led ZeppliJ.?. IV only ·$3.80
Zee Zee Top only $3.10

just to name at few
So come m and see us today

RICHARD

BRAUTIGAN
Revenge of the Lawn is the title story in this marvelous collection
of 62 stories from Richard Brautigan whom the Hudson Review
calls "One of the most gifted innovators in our literature."
Brautigan is the author of four novels and seven hooks of poetry,
including 1'tout Fishing in America) The Abortion: An Historical
Romance 1966 and Rommel Drives on Deep into EgyfJt - all
among the most widely read books in America.

\

I
I

J256-3518J
Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN I'EDRO. N E

One kind of frendom you can buy-a Honda motorcycle.
Twenty-three models to choose from. Beautiful road machines.
Great dirt bikes. Rugged little mini bikes.
~
All with strong Honda warranties.
~
Ube,ote Y"""elf.
Come io o"d get the be•t deoh oo the be•t bike•.

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

315 SAN PEDRO

~
-
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Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Marrfed Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

I N.E.CP

FIRST IN NEW MEXICO/SALES AND SERVICE

HONDA

Student Auto
Insurance

J256-3518J

The Complete jewelry store
Watches
Diamonds
Precious Stones
Mountings
Bands and Strap::.
Pendants

All work done on the premises

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
'

Experienced Handfing of
Hard to Pface Insurance
Wednesday, January 19, 1972

From Mighty to Mini, Honda has it all.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Watch Repair
Diamond Setting
Engraving
Custom Design
Manufacturing
Jewelry Repair

REVENGE OF
THE LAWN
Cloth, $5.G5; Touchstone paper, $1.95/$.

SIMON AND SCHUSTER

.!\.
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CLASSIF1ED
RA'TES: 7c per word, 20 word mini•
mu.rn ($1,40) per time run, If ad is to
run five 9r more con-11ecutive days with
no chang~?S the rate is rf;!duced to lie
per WQrd and the minimum number of
words to 10,

WHERE: ,Tournalism Building. Rqom
205, afternoons Preferably or maU.
Clnssifled Advertieln~
UNM 1.'.0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must lle made In Cull prior to inserticm of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

ORTHODOX BAHA'I J.<'IRESIDES. Thqra·
day nights 7 :30, 521 Spruce SE, APt.
315. For infotmo,tion or fxanspottntion
c11ll 242-483!1, or write P.o. Box 787,
Albu., 87103.
3)

SERVICES

GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35,00 includes
lodging, b:ansportation & discounts. 282·
5405. 3/9.
TYPING-FAST-ACCURATE. 60¢ po,ge.
296-4063. 1/27,
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. Family, Children.
Andrea West. 282·5894. 2/3.
PEDAL ' SPOKE 10 speed performance
adjU$tment special: Adjust braltes &
gears, true wheel&, lqbe cables, chalna &
geara. Tighten all nuts & bolta. Regular
adjustment price $6.71), now only $5.00.
Parts additional charge. Comparable savrngs on all styles of bicycles. Offel' :sood
until FC1b. 7. Pedal & Spol\e, Richmond
at Central NE.
TYPING. InM with carbon ribbon. 12
yeara experience. Dissertations a apecialty. 298-8804. l/27.
LIFE-STYLE PHOTO-PORTRAITS in
your nntural habitat. Call Paul Wilson
at 898-491,;4 or 266-2026. 1/27.
OVERSEAS JOBS Ji'OR STUDENTS. Aus•
tra!lia, Europe, S, America, Africa etc,
All Professions and occupations. $700 to
$3,000 monthly, Expenses paid, overtime,
sh:htseelng, Free Information. Write,
Jobs Overseas, Dept. K9, Box 15071., San
Diego, CA. 92115. 2/3,
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE
(Adults/Children} $15.00. Fursto :Metn·
ory Training Course. $15.00, Make sensible gifta. 344·4849. 1/26
TY:PING, 12 Yeara experience, accurate,
fast, reasonable, IBM Electric. 298·3804.
1/26

4)

FORSJ\LE

WE HAVE BLUE JEAN BELLS. $8,00,
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Centro,) SE.
RAND-MADE LEATHER :PANTS, Cus·
tom. Reasonable J>rlce, EXPI!rienced. 2BZ..
5!l94. 2/8,
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10, Now available
in sreen & tan at Lobo Men's Sl1op,
lU20 Centr111 SE.
CAMERAS, 2 ea. SRT 101, normal, wide,
tele. lenses, case, C-3, 180 mm, 35,.-2'\4,
5x7, enlargers. Print washer (bjg}, much
more. R:en. 268-4537. 1/27.
TRUMPET, excellent condition. $75.00 Ski
Boota, si~e 7 ~f. $10,00, 265-2147, 1/25
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA. Easy to use.
$40. 277-5365. 1/25
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equippl!d to do most anY·
thlllJ$', $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open '1
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn.
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT, SAVE
30-50% on Diamond ring~. 344-6349. 1/25
:KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
l;anc:e Doot$, size B'h. Barrecrnfter poles.
Uaed 1 seMon. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150, See McDonald at Journalism
6)

Students in a wide range of
disciplines, from American
Studies to math to philosophy,
can earn credit in environmental
stl\dy groups this spring.
Graduate students can earn six
hours by signing up fot·
A r c h l t e'c t u r e 5 0 1 w h i 1e
undergraduates can earn four

hours by signing up for
A.r~hitecture 402. The first session
of each class will be at 2:30 p.m.
in Architecture 119 on Monday,
Jan. 24.
The Middle Rio Grande Council
of Governments (COG) project

will focus on COG's goals and

programs and~ will try to assess
their impact on the people and
the physical environment, The
project will stress the interviewing
technique as used by Ralph
Nader's workers. At least eight
persons are needed for this
investigation; if fewer sign up, the
project will have to be cancelled.

No\N Open--Alas!
~~ -,

.

'•··

.

·~

•.

Soo Ll 'ern S:xposure,

Llo.

Dealers In
Photogr¢lphio Supplies

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON FILM, PHOTO FINISHING
& DARKROOM SUPPLIES

EMPLOYMENT

THE DAILY LOBO is in need of a-;;;;;.
jng editor. Enrly houra, minimal pay,
needs transportation, The lucky emPloyee finally selected will receive auperlor training from Church, Burge & So,nchez.
BABYSITTER WANTED. Two children.
My llome. Own transportation only, 2688608. 1/27
ADDRESSERS NEEDED. Homeworkera
ea.rn to $150. For info send 25¢ and
stamped envelope to Dox 12213, Gainesville, Fla. 32601. 1/25.

Kodak-Agfa-Mamiya·Sekor-Vivitar-Simon-Omega
Open: Mon.·l'ri. 10·7 p.m., Sat. 10·3 p.m.
2318 Central SE
Across from Yale Park

7l MISCELLANEOUS

FORRENT

P,H;O~OQ1tAPHY

FEMALE TO SHARE country home-own
room--$76.00 month. 8 mo. only-corrales, 898·7287. 1/25.

5)

Credit Obtainable In Eco . Study

ADVERTISING

FORSALE

STEREO COMPONEN'l' SYSTEM including AM-FM multiPlex tuner, w/76 watts
ot music pawe~:. Full si:r:ed deluxe BSR
turntable w/4 speaker cZ'(1611-(lver sYStem.
$88.00, cash or terlllB.
UNITED
.FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San :Mateo N:E.
Open seven daya 11 week,

J

CLASSF:S, _ Jloeeinning,.__ ,
Intermediate, Advanced. Ask for Andrea -- 1

AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

---~-- ~~~

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT & VICE
PRESIDENT OF GSA, Budget referendum, & Constitution referendtml wfll be
held FEBRUARY 16-17, 1972. Fmmr
deadUne is 4:30 p.m. Jnnu.aey 31, 1972.
(GSA office hM the .forms). Carnpafgn.
lng will commence no earlier than Feb.
1 and desist the Uth. For further info't'matlon. flllnf.! formA. 'Rnrlp:,.h< ~
ConstltutlolllS, cnli or drop by the· GSA.
office in the Union,

Nader S
daily luncheon speclal

_
--

Wet. Experienced, 282·6894, 2/8.

Vegetarian salads

all natural foods
shish kabob & shlsh katta
Tues·Frl 11 ;30· 2 pm, 5·1 0 pm
Sat & Sun .5-10 pm, closed Mon.
5900 Lomas NE

266·3629

"

The World ol Pants
and All tbe Aeeessorles

The scream
you hear
maybe
your own!

Shirts •• Belts •• Boots •• More

u:<.nlll'""''~vn· ~

''PLAY MISTY FOR ME''

HI/~{(Y· Encls Tut~stlt!Jy.
NEXt •••

DustinHoffrnan"STRAW DOGS*,.

SALE

LOBO

Selected·

265·4759

\

Double Knits

Corduroys

Denim Jeans
Shirts
Brush Denim
JO•SO% oil

..

*BBAU*
BBITGBBI
2001 Eubank
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